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SERVICOM Principles
CONVICTION
That Nigeria can only realise its full potential if citizens receive
prompt and efficient services from the State

RENEWAL
Of commitment to the service of the Nigerian Nation

CONSIDERATION
For the needs and rights of all Nigerians to enjoy social and
economic advancement

AVOWAL
To deliver quality services based upon the needs of citizens

DEDICATION
To providing the basic services to which each citizen is entitled
in a timely, fair, honest, effective and transparent manner
2

for delivery, and enabling people at the front line to secure the finance,
personnel, and goods/services that they need. The Corporate Affairs
Commission illustrates some good practice, and enjoys the most
operational autonomy and financial self-sufficiency from government.
The best results will be achieved where ministers and the 'centre' retain
control over strategy and set standards for good governance and
delivery, but within this framework, empower front line managers to
improve local services in response to customer's requirements. As the
Service Delivery Initiative gains momentum, it will need to work closely
with states and local government to reach the services and communities
who are the most 'in need'.
In the course of this project, confused jurisdictions and poor
intergovernmental relations were sited as major obstacles to reform. We
are recommending that these relations are strengthened through joint
and concerted action to improve specific services n tangible ways
'learning through doing'. This appears a more productive starting point
than attempting to re-engineer the complex institutional map which
currently governs these relationships (though that may be necessary in
the medium term). One option we have not finally recommended is a
wholesale introduction of market solutions into public services, nor their
externalisation to the private sector. In principle, greater involvement of
the private sector offers major advantages. It can attract private
investment, bring in commercial disciplines, grow professional
management capacity, drive down costs and drive out waste, and import
more customers focused cultures. However, it may require investment
'up front' to prepare services for sale in the market, and demands
different procurement, contracting and management skills than those
currently available. The services we saw, and the financial and
information systems underpinning them lead us to believe that
privatisation for most services is a medium term option, or one
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proceeded more quickly of a rather high risk. Ill-prepared privatisation
may inadvertently result in further delay rather than making things
better in the short or medium term.
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lead with support as necessary from the SD Unit. The President will need
to demonstrate his personal commitment and support for the Service
Delivery Initiative. A leadership declaration about Service Delivery has
been suggested that will introduce the idea of the public as 'customer'. It
will need to be honest about the problems of the past and the present,
make a commitment to listening more, communicating better, and
seeking consent. Such a statement needs to reiterate the need for any
medium term improvements to be sustained through wider economic
and social reform. Under the President's direction, a core 'Service
Charter' could be designed that commits federal services to better
quality services and sets the standards it expects service to meet. Every
service would be expected to comply with this core charter, adding
additional attributes that are appropriate to their particular service. The
charter would be backed up with rewards and actions for service
organisations, and provide remedies for customers when things go
wrong. it is important that this barter is developed with the active
management of people outside as well as Government, and is subjected
to consultation.
The President may wish to ask ministers to undertake specific
service Delivery programmes, or lead specific service pilots. Policies
and resource proposals presented for agreement to cabinet must show
evidence of their impact on the 'front line'. Such resource 'bids' should
be based on evidence of the needs of the population, drawn from
statistical, management and market research sources. They should
demonstrate evidence of the systematic involvement of stakeholders in
Development of policy and feedback of performance. No national policy
should be agreed nor funds allocated unless they include credible
proposals for delivery. There may be value in the President encouraging
his ministers to embark on a programme of visits to the 'front line',
supported by officials to 'listen' to and bring forward action on key
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issues. This would convey commitment to customers whilst providing
useful information gathering. If the President decides to use the Service
Delivery Initiative as a fulcrum for improving focus across departments,
he could meet bilaterally with Service Ministers in a system of monthly
performance 'stock takes'. It would require officials to develop valid
information on which ministers can assess progress, set targets and
base interventions. It would be a powerful message from the President
was he to commission an independent organisation to report on the
progress of SD Initiative to the Cabinet in one year's time. Ministers will
need to provide visible leadership and commitment in their departments
for the services for which they are responsible. A good beginning is the
behaviours exhibited by them and their immediate staff. They should
complete the departmental mission statements and prioritise a few
targets for service delivery, as initiated through the budget process by
the Ministry of Finance. Through this process they should agree the
specific changes they will make to improve service delivery for their
areas of responsibility. They should make transparent the budget
allocated to specific services and the element to be given to each front
line service unit. In the centre and in each department, people need to
be charged with changing the Managerial Systems in order that they
support service delivery. The strategic processes to harness for
delivering better services are:
1) Strategy and Policy-making,
2) Planning and Resource Allocation;
3) Performance management, Audit and Review;
4) Human Resources and Capacity Building;
5) Procurement and Project Management;
6) External and Internal Communications.
The over-riding imperative is to strengthen accountability for the
use of resources and delivery of results - whilst devolving responsibility
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The Unit would provide technical assistance to services for example in
preparing 'bids' for Challenge funding or sign-posting best practice. The
SD Unit would work under the leadership of the President, who might
wish to nominate individual ministers to head up different pilots or
stages. It would work closely with the Ministers of Finance, FCT, Chief
Economic Adviser and officials in the office of the Head of the Civil
Service. The SD Unit should test out the 'delivery' process outlined in
section 5.5, and be charged with a well-defined task, carried out by a
dedicated team, with dedicated resources, who are held to account for
its delivery of results.
The Function of the Unit: the Unit should tailor its approach for the services
selected, but will need the capability to operate at two levels:
- One, at the broad programme of culture change, ensuring that
the broad 'expectation' setting activities described in section 5 are
undertaken by the right people across government and the community.
This team will require skills in high-level strategy, market research,
communications, and customer service. It will need people who will be
credible outside as much as inside government;
-Two, at the level of specific services, getting alongside existing
services and engineering their transformation in whatever ways are
necessary to change customers' actual 'experience' of service. The
approaches required to improve experience of a few services, are
illustrated in section 5 and include undertaking population based
research, service redesign, people development, and changes in the
way services are funded, audited and regulated. It will require people
who have operated successfully in top management, who have
experience of change in the service sector that is the subject of the pilot.
These 2 functions will require different skills and ways of working, which
is why it is important that dedicated teams be, established far the two
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different functions. Risks There are inherent risks to this approach. In
selecting the pilots, one set of pressures is to be overly ambitious in
attempting to resolve Nigeria's services backlogs and development
challenges in one big swoop.
This is set to fail. Another is to be totally confident of delivery in
relatively achievable sectors, but of services that no one much cares
about. The ideal is to strike the right balance between stretching
ambition and achievability. An ad hoc initiative led by a 'unit', risks
becoming marginal and adding to the institutional debris that already
litters the Nigerian delivery landscape. The best insurance is excellent
leadership, realistically funded, and supported. If signs of atrophy
appear, they should be acted on and ultimately the unit replaced. There
is also the risk that the unit will be rendered powerless by the lack of cooperation from mainstream service departments and the corporate
centre, who resent the interference of a specialist unit reporting to the
President. Good working relations need to be formed early, with clear
accountability assigned to the unit and the pilots. Service pilots should
be selected who are willing and able. Dedicated funding may take time to
be assembled, and be accompanied by conditions that can involve delay
and lose momentum. We need to enlist assistance in making progress
speedily, possibly through phased implementation of the pilots and
parallel activities in mainstream funded departments or the Presidency.
BUILDING WIDER SUPPORT FOR SERVICE
Though conceded action in specific services is the course of action we
are very strongly advocating, in parallel other supporting action can be
taken to signal the revolution in service delivery 'across the piece' and
tackle staff and customer's low expectations. We have set out such
programmes directed at changing 'expectations' in section 5.5. Here we
suggest how these initiatives are taken forward, and who would take the
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measuring it at regular intervals. An independent task force could be set
up by FGN in collaboration with NGOs and business that would receive
reports about the public's views about key services and propose
interventions for government. A targeted communications strategy
could begin to bridge the 'perception' gap between what government
intends what is actually delivered and what people perceive. The
Executive could submit a report on Service Delivery to the National
Assembly every year until the next election. An appropriate standing
committee of the National Assembly could consider these reports and
take further evidence to inform a debate.
DEMONSTRATION PILOTS
Influencing a change of culture amongst 'customers' and staff is a huge
task. Leadership from the top plays an important part, as will ministers
setting an example through personal behaviour and style.
Communication is also important in influencing public perception. But
good intentions are not enough, particularly in this context. To be
credible and sustainable, people's experience of public services has to
change. This will not happen necessarily as a result of major changes of
internal systems and structures, but requires 'customer-focused'
change in a few services.
Criteria: There will be discussion about which services are the subject of
pilots. We recommend that no more than two or three services be
selected as pilots, and that they be chosen on the basis of the following
set of seven criteria:
!
Important and visible to the public;
!
Capable of delivering improved customer satisfaction within 12
to 18 months;
!
Led by capable people who are committed to reform;
!
Capable of replication in other services or places, and of
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!
!
!

bringing to the fore lessons about structural and systemic
weaknesses and options for addressing them;
Improvement will build support and credibility for public service
reform amongst ministers and the public;
Complements and strengthens budget and civil service reform,
and the NEEDS/SEEDS agenda;
Can attract the necessary investment, from within existing
budgetary envelopes, and/or donor support.

Options: The services that will serve as the first demonstration pilots are
a matter for the President and his Cabinet to decide. From our
discussions during the course of this project, however, the following
options and mix of services have been suggested most frequently:
!
Strategic services - while comprehensive reform in key agencies
is needed and will take time, two key areas of concern among
most Nigerians are NEPA and police. If elements of these
strategic services could be improved it would provide a powerful
message to inspire others; - Target health (outpatients,
immunisation) in specific states - beginning with services in 6
states (one from each zone), possibly based on a model
developed in the FCT; - Single service functions - passports and
business registration lend themselves to measurable changes
to improve delivery
DEDICATED DELIVERY VEHICLE
The pilots should be driven by a dedicated unit (the Service Delivery
Unit), established for a very specific and limited time, headed by
someone experienced in leading service transformation, who can bring
in specialist expertise as needed for specific projects from Nigeria and
around the world. Its staff should be flexible and be recognised leaders
in their field, and enjoy the confidence of the President and ministers.
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Ensuring Customer Focused Service Delivery

E

ssentially, any service can only have one purpose, which is to meet
the expectation of the person the service is aimed at, namely the
customer. And the service is well delivered when the customer is
satisfied.
In governance, the customer is the ordinary citizen whose
expectation of the services provided by government is defined by the
constitution. This is the backdrop to the Federal government effort to
ascertain quality of service delivered by it in Nigeria by commissioning a
special diagnostic survey of service delivery in December 2003. The
outcome of that survey was Service Delivery in Nigeria: A Roadmap
published in February 2004 (summary in appendix 3).
The government of the day was seriously alarmed when it got the
report of the diagnostic survey which categorically stated: “Services are
not serving people: they are inaccessible, poor in quality and indifferent
to customer needs.”
In order to meet the challenge posed by this report, former
President Olusegun Obasanjo convened a retreat to deliberate on the
contents of the roadmap and develop a strategy for serving Nigerians
better. After the three-day retreat in March 2004, the government
proclaimed a social contract with the people of Nigeria dedicating itself
“to providing the basic services to which each citizen is entitled in a
timely, fair, honest, effective and transparent manner”. This is the core of
SERVICOM (Service Compact with all Nigerians)
SERVICOM, as the engine of the FGN's service delivery initiative
aims to ameliorate the trauma associated with the experience of service
failure while at the same time encouraging citizens to recognise that
challenging service failure is both civic rights as well as civic
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responsibility. The broad definition of service failure is 'when the
customer is not satisfied'. The basis of satisfaction, or lack of, is the
expectation that the citizens have of a particular service window, which
is defined as the interface between the service provider and the service
taker.
In establishing the SERVICOM Office, the government aimed to
have a structure designed to detect and diagnose service failure in
government agencies.
The essential tool for diagnosing service failure is the SERVICOM
INDEX. The index was formally adopted by the Federal Executive Council
as a yardstick for measuring service delivery and determining
compliance with SERVICOM standards. The criteria in the SERVICOM
Index are scientifically based indices of customer perception of service
delivery.
In practice, the process of SERVICOM Index Compliance
Evaluation (SICE) involves the SERVICOM Office notifying an agency of its
intention to evaluate the service, sending ahead details of service
windows to be evaluated, documents the agency will be required to
present to evaluators and explaining how the quality of service delivery
will be assessed. The results of the evaluation are discussed with the
agency in order to show areas that require attention to improve service
delivery and then the results are made public. SERVICOM Index
Compliance Evaluation uses the moral thrust of raising and praising
those who do well and naming and shaming those who don't do so well.
So far SERVICOM has evaluated many services. (see Scorecard in
Appendix 1)
SERVICOM Strategy also includes a number of pilot projects

feedback used to inform service improvements. In a few services,
customers could be given a choice to go elsewhere if the public service
doesn't work or receive payment for securing the service for them. Every
service could publish a Service Charter (with quality standards and
response times for post, telephones, and enquiries) and back it up with
rewards and sanctions. Responsibility for taking forward these ideas will
rest mainly with the President, ministers and departments, supported
as necessary by a dedicated Service Delivery Unit.
Experience - changing the services
No amount of communication or information will result in increased
expectation and willingness to make demands, unless people also
experience actual improvements in service. Given the problems of fair
access, adequate capacity and quality, tangible change across all
services will take time. It is very important to only promise what can be
delivered. Therefore, we recommend that a Service Delivery Initiative
focus on selected service pilots. These pilots should encompass change
in 4 dimensions that should be organised on a programme basis:
!
Understand people's experience: Assess what people need and
make use of modern market research techniques to understand
people's views about services and what drives their satisfaction and
dissatisfaction with them.
!
Redesign services: Having found out what is important to
customers, improve those elements that can be done quickly. Make use
of 'collaborative' approaches that involve customers, outside experts,
policy makers, and professional providers in service redesign.
'Collaborative' approach could improve quality, efficiency and
effectiveness, through better systems and management of customer
flows.
Communicate examples of services that are made to work, using
third party endorsements wherever possible. Introduce elements of
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choice, between suppliers ideally, but also from different services
offered within the public sector.
Introduce quality assurance and customer service standards,
laying the groundwork for launching a Nigerian service award.
! Develop the right people: Make service delivery and customer focus
a core competence for staff employed in the service, and select and
appraise staff on that basis. Train staff in modern customer service and
employ live feedback techniques (such as 'mystery shopping', exit polls,
surveys). Introduce reward systems that make it attractive for staff to
provide a good service, with personal consequences for failing to do so.
! Finance, audit, and regulation: Strengthen the role of finance as a
tool for service planning. To stimulate a performance culture, funding
should be awarded on a competitive basis, inviting selected services and
states to submit bids for how they would make use of the money. Make
partnership with the private sector and involvement of the community a
critical factor in successful bids. ('Challenge' funding). Introduce a
modern audit approach and use it provide independent assessment of
services. Strengthen regulatory agencies, by involving ordinary citizens,
so that they more actively protect the interests of customers (e.g. GSM
phone system). The recommendation on 'Demonstration Pilots'
incorporates these ideas and suggests arrangements for taking them
forward.
Satisfaction - actively promoting it Satisfaction is the outcome of
this equation of 'Expectation plus/minus experience' equation. No one
should expect people in Nigeria to be suddenly satisfied with their public
services; that would not be credible, nor at this point, desirable.
Nevertheless, high priority should be given to the public's views about
services.
This priority can be translated into some practical actions, such as
introducing independent monitoring of customer satisfaction, starting
out with establishing the baselines in each local service unit, and
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sickness and chronic ill-health, insufficient education of poor quality, etc
Even in this development context, our assumption is that a betterinformed citizenry makes for better government, and strengthens a
culture of active customers. Given the starting point, this is not a small
task, and any claim about 'satisfied customers' needs to recognise that
such views are the outcome of an equation where: Satisfaction =
Expectations -/+ Experience (Satisfaction is the result of people's
expectation minus or plus their experience). In much of Nigeria,
people expect very little, and are not disappointed when that is what they
receive. Occasionally people's experience of exceptionally poor
treatment (physical abuse or extortionate bribes) is beneath even their
minimal expectations, and their dissatisfaction turns to anger. If the shift
is to be made to a government that serves and a population that feels
confident, then expectations need to be increased (on a realistic and
informed basis) as well as experience improved, in order for their status
as 'customer' and satisfaction to be meaningful. To meaningfully change
this equation will require a transformation of social relations in Nigerian
society; government and the FGN can only play a part. With these
caveats, nevertheless there are steps it can take that would begin that
process of wider social change. Expectation - Changing the culture
improving services requires that individuals and communities make
demands from the 'bottom up' as well as government delivering from the
'top down'. We recommend action for the FGN to take to stimulate such
demand and begin this process of change.
1. Communicating entitlements: The President, ministers and the
assembly could pledge their commitment to service delivery, plan
realistic service expansion, make transparent people's entitlements to
specific services and ensure that access is improved. Communications
of this commitment should be 'two-way', seeking people's support and
enlisting their help as much as telling them what government is doing 'for
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them'. It should engage NGOs, business and community groups in the
design and communication of service improvements. Once the budget is
agreed, it should be disaggregated to show the funds available to
individual local services, and published so the public can see what
should be spent so they can judge what they can reasonably expect.
2.
Publish
accurate and timely information: Services should
regularly publish information telling people about the performance of
services, and honestly acknowledging difficulties and the steps being
taken to address them. This is important for major infrastructure
services (electricity, water, roads) that are high priority for the public, but
where progress may take time. It should make public examples of good
services that are rewarded with additional resources, and poor or
corrupt ones that are being reorganised or replaced by government.
Services should have targets for the standards and improvements they
are expected to deliver and the progress they are making. If such
information is validated by an independent source, it could be published
in 'league tables' that compare one service outlet with another. Such
comparison enables the public to make judgements about their local
service, and inform their expectations.

INTRODUCTION

designed to demonstrate the viability of the idea of SERVICOM through
active implementation at selected service windows. (See full report of
the pilot projects in the section on SERVICOM-in-Action)
The achievements of the Pilot projects have been dramatic. In
Keffi General Outpatient Department Pilot, waiting time was reduced
from more than 3 hours to less than 30 minutes. The Passport Office
pilot has physically transformed the experience of obtaining passports
throughout the many Passport Offices of the country in the Federation.
The Road safety Pilot has used vehicle insurance as a handle in bringing
about critical awareness of safety and security on Nigerian roads among
Nigerian road users. The process has seen the take-off of the Motor
accident Victim Insurance Compensation scheme (MAVICS) after
nineteen years of gestation. Campaign for insurance awareness in the
Federal Capital Territory has seen a drastic reduction in uninsured
driving from 91 per cent to 60 per cent. The Road Safety Pilot is pivoted
on the unique innovation of OSCAR (One-stop claims Shop for Motor
vehicle Insurance) where road users can have their Insurance claims

Introduction

processed for free. OSCAR has also achieved the objective of reducing
public perception of insurance in general and vehicle insurance in
particular as a waste of money that fulfils all righteousness of bypassing
law enforcement authorities when asked.
SERVICOM was conceived as an instrument of faith that believes
that individual citizens whether as service agents or takers of service
are ultimately responsible for the much needed radical transformation
of service delivery in Nigeria. The biggest challenge is the mindset of the
same Nigerians who have grown so used to service failure that they no
longer believe that any change is possible. This is why SERVICOM
method of operation uses persuasion as a major plank to get all citizens
to realise that not only is change possible but that they are ultimately
responsible for the change.
The good news, experience of SERVICOM has so far confirmed, is
our belief that it is possible to get Nigerians become responsible for their
fate and destiny when it comes to Service Delivery.

3.
Individual advice and advocacy: The most effective information is
personal advice and advocacy. If resources could be found, advice
services should be set up in local communities, separate from
government, and people trained to serve as expert advisers and
advocates. This has the added benefit of opening space for building a
productive relationship with civil society.
4.
Provide remedies and choice where services fail: Complaints
handling could be taken more seriously by local services, and include
remedies where things go wrong. They should be recorded and the
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British support for SERVICOM
DFID FOREWORD FOR SERVICOM BOOK
Nigerian public services are not serving people well. They are
inaccessible, poor in quality and indifferent to customer needs." This was
the conclusion of a diagnostic audit of service delivery, carried out in
early 2004 at the request of former President Obasanjo. The audit was
undertaken by a team led by the British Prime Minister's Adviser on
Public Service Reform and was funded by the UK Department for
International Development (DFID).
The conclusion of the audit did not come as a surprise to many
Nigerians: every day of their lives the people of Nigeria have suffered
from public services which are inadequate and yet those same people
have been powerless to improve the situation.
The Federal Government of Nigeria and DFID both recognised
that achieving the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) would require
significant improvements in the delivery of public services. The
approach adopted by the Federal Government was on changing the
attitudes and behaviour of public servants and on raising citizens'
demands for services and rights. This innovative approach was
welcomed by DFID and so we agreed to the Federal Government's
request for technical and financial support through the SERVICOM Office
to help the Federal Government realise the commitments it had made in
its 'Service Compact with all Nigerians'.
SERVICOM has achieved a great deal in a short time: establishing
the network of Ministerial SERVICOM Units; preparation of charters for
most MDAs; completion of many SERVICM Index evaluations;
establishment of the SERVICOM Institute and its programme of capacity
building for different categories of public servants; successful
implementation of six service delivery improvement pilots; and conduct
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its commitment to social justice realised through universal services that
are modern in character and responsive to individual needs. The
philosophy is captured in their message - 'Fair for All' and 'Personal to
You'.
Priority has been placed in delivery of a few specific commitments.
In 1997 there were only 5 electoral pledges communicated widely on a
pocket-sized 'pledge card'. Public Service Agreements (PSAs) were
agreed between the Treasury and spending departments and the Prime
Minister and the Secretary of State she appointed. Whilst there were
over 600 PSA's in the first spending review, they were reduced to 130 in
SR 2002. Even within this reduced number, the PM's personal focus is
specific improvements in health, education, criminal justice and
transport. He receives regular information about progress in delivering
these targets, which are discussed with relevant SoS in regular stock
takes'.
System-wide, the Commitment is to modernise public services,
shifting their culture to serve the customer rather than being driven by
professional providers, making use of IT and diversifying supply.
Building on the experience of the first term, this phase of reform has
focused on reforming services designed around the needs of
customers, and founded 4 organising principles of:

of a widespread public awareness campaign. We are now seeing signs
of real, tangible improvements in public services which help enhance
the life chances of Nigerians. The work begun by SERVICOM shows that
services can be improved and positive change is achievable. DFID
welcomes this significant progress and congratulates SERVICOM on its
achievements to date.
Enormous challenges lie ahead. Changing the attitudes of public
servants is essential if issues of service failure are to be addressed, and
strong public financial management is essential to ensure that public
funds allocated fur service delivery are well spent. DFID looks forward to
continuing its constructive partnership with SERVICOM over the coming
years, as a central part of the Federal Government's public service
reform strategy, and contributing to the other reform initiatives by
ensuring that they all focus on the needs and rights of the users of
Nigerian public services.
SERVlCOM's vision is of a Nigeria in which quality service delivery
is the norm and the expectation. DFID endorses this vision
wholeheartedly and is proud to be playing a role in helping SERVICOM
make this vision a reality.

!

EAMON CASSIDY
Head, DFID Nigeria

!
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National standards in a framework of accountability - realising
the commitment to quality services, fairness and holding people
to account for delivery;
Devolution to the front line - bringing decisions and resources to
where customers experience delivery;
Flexibility in working conditions and organisational
arrangements;
Choice to the customer, wherever practical, and constant stability
in supply. Reform has been most effective at delivering quickly to

!
!
!
!
!
!
!

the public when it has been focused on a few priorities and
delivered through single purpose bodies, specifically funded
and performance managed with results reported to the public.
What has been successful is a delivery process with these
elements:
Well-defined critical task;
Allocate dedicated funds, tied to targets with timescales;
Setup a dedicated body with staff selected to run it;
Devolve accountability and resources to that body to deliver,
approve its plans, and incentivise delivery of results;
Produce regular performance information, on comparative basis
and monitor performance and intervene to tackle failure,
Review service quality and performance by independent audit
and inspection;
Publish results in comparative league tables, with star ratings.
Given the challenge facing Nigerian public services, there is a
high risk that reform will not deliver anything tangible to the
public in the timeframe of this government or the next. That is
why we argue for a highly focused approach, working through
selected pilots, within the parameters of realistic and credible
budgets.

EMPOWERING THE CUSTOMER
The objective of the Nigerian President is no less than to change the
relationship between Nigerians and their government, from one of
suspicion and indifference to one of trust and confidence in its service
delivery. An important step in forming this new relationship is to
recognise the realities of life for most people living in Nigeria; their
relative and absolute poverty, their quality of life reflected in the
backlogs against the millennium targets, low levels of employment, poor
access to water and energy, high levels of infant and premature death,
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and outside their control, staff and supplies are provided (or
not) from above. There are no incentives to drive out
corruption, drive down costs, improve productivity or service
quality. The complexity of transactions and processes resulting
from overly centralised and inefficient systems is not only
dysfunctional it is also increasing the opportunity for rent
seeking;
!

Overly centralised and rule-bound staffing functions do not
enable services to recruit or develop the staff they need, nor
establish performance systems that can hold people to account
for delivery. There do not appear to be arrangements for
managing the 'pay bill', reducing staff numbers and keeping
salary expenditure from squeezing out other programme
spending;

!

IT systems are under-developed, with little automation of highvolume transaction based services that could improve efficiency
whilst reducing costs;

!

The audit function appears to add to delays and inflate up front
costs through requiring prepayment audits, whilst neglecting to
provide a risk-based and systems approach found in more
modern public audit functions.

Certainly the 'needs of the service' - for the right staff, minimal overhead
costs, and prompt response - is not driving system design nor do the
attitudes of support staff reflect a concern for the end customer. We
have considered a pragmatic approach to addressing these problems in
developing the following recommendations.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Our diagnostic analysis has highlighted several challenges, many of
which are systemic and the result of many years of misrule. Service
backlogs are vast, inequalities high, public confidence low and many
institutional weaknesses exist. Disentangling them, let alone correcting
them, is an onerous task. With such an agenda, it would be easy to lose
faith and ongoing elaboration of the problems could easily become selfdefeating.
Our approach is pragmatic and driven by the need to
demonstrate improvement, rather than solve all Nigeria's problems. The
Government has begun to take important steps to address these
challenges, first through a number of initiatives in its first term and after
April 2003, through a new concerted effort. 'The most crucial thing is
vision', said one of our interviewees. The formulation of NEEDS is a
major development in that direction. The roadmap here starts with the
vision of reform as a point of departure, and suggests how some critical
interventions around service delivery can deliver some results that the
public would appreciate.
Our brief is grounded on the UK experience that we outline here to
draw some insights and recommend action. On that basis, the
discussion focuses on empowering the customer; making a difference
through Service Pilots; getting everyone involved through system-wide
change; institutional arrangements; and a roadmap for actions, lead and
timescale.
THE UK EXPERIENCE
Worldwide, countries are seeking to improve their public services aiming to create a virtuous circle where support for investment, and
delivery of public services is sustained by people's experience of better
services, electoral support, and consent to consequent levels of
taxation. This is the approach of the current UK government, based on

1
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SERVICOM Milestones
Chronology of FGN Decisions and Actions in the implementation of SERVICOM

JUNE 2003
Service delivery as an urgent national issue
At inauguration of new members of the National Assembly,
President Obasanjo declared: “Public offices are the shopping
floor for government business. Regrettably, Nigerians have for too
long been feeling short-changed by the quality of service delivery
by which decisions are not made without outside influence and files
do not move without being pushed with inducements. Our public
offices have for too long been the showcases for the combined evils
of inefficiency and corruption, whilst being impediments to
effective implementation of government policies. Nigerians
deserve better. And we will ensure they get what is better”
DECEMBER 2003
First step of service delivery improvement
Government commissions a diagnostic survey of service delivery,
to:
! review service delivery in Nigeria
! examine institutional environment for service delivery
! reflect on lives and experiences of Nigerians;
! draw a roadmap for a Service delivery programme
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Time to Deliver
Address by the former President Olusegun
Obasanjo at the opening of the Special
Presidential Retreat on Service Delivery,
Abuja 19 - 21 March 2004.

T

his event was anticipated in the earlier retreat, where an
introductory presentation was made and it was decided that the
subject was important enough to merit an entire Retreat devoted to it.
Prior to that, our Administration's commitment to improving service
delivery in Nigeria was underscored when the issue was listed as priority
for our second term in office. I recall my address to the inaugural session
of the National Assembly: "Public offices are the shopping floor for
government business. Regrettably, Nigerians have for too long been

and responsibilities , is evident in the way that people are treated and the
quality of service they receive. Staff does not appear eager to serve the
customer; public buildings are surrounded by security guards and are
often unmarked, unlit and in poor repair. There are no public enquiry
points, and people complain of unanswered letters and telephone calls.
Many offices seem to have people sifting around, not doing much,
watching TV or reading newspapers, or just speaking to friends and
colleagues.
And even when improvements have been made, they are not
introduced with the customer in mind. For example, though NEPA will be
bringing a second electricity grid into Abuja shortly, for security reasons
no one is told. As a result, people associate NEPA with more power cuts,
rather than noticing improvements on the way. They also do not see the
Passport service delivering a passport in 3 days, but remember instead
that it requires customers to go to the office at least 3 times in the
process. Similarly, there appear to be demonstrable signs of
improvement in the Business Registration Service, but the public
perception does not yet recognise it.
Treating people fairly and giving them information about why a
service is available or not, is especially important for regulatory
services, where compliance is most effectively achieved by consent
rather than resorting to the use of force or litigation. Even where
services may not be particularly effective at delivering their primary
objective - i.e. police solving crime, or in utilities delivering reliable power
supply - people will be more satisfied if attention is given to providing a
positive experience. It matters a lot that services are made easily
accessible (signage and information about entitlements and opening
times), provide timely responses, and that staff are courteous, honest,
and do what they say they will and when they promise to do it.

SUPPORT SERVICES
To improve services at the front line, they need to be supported by
modern financial, procurement, audit, IT and Human Resource services.
We saw little evidence of the shift from traditional 'rule-bound' central
services that are concerned with control, to modern support services
that see themselves 'serving the customer'. Some ministries are
introducing reforms that include plans for improving budgetary systems,
civil service structures, HR policies, and extending the use of CT (which
is still small i.e. 400 computers for 25,000 staff in the FCT ministry). And
there is evidence of change in some departments where ministers have
made a point of requiring work programmes and setting targets for
turnaround times (Chief Economic Adviser, Due Process Unit, Federal
Health Minister), and driving forward the pilots for civil service reform
(FCT Minister, and Minister of Finance). In time the reforms in these
departments may result in better support to front line services.
However, as yet this is not the case.
Service delivery is being undermined by the problems described in our
case studies:
!
Budget estimates are not rigorously prepared nor approved by
the Assembly and Executive. Consequently the budget does not
serve as a tool for realising ministers' policies and priorities.
Funds are not allocated to services on a regular or predictable
basis. Priority is given to new capital expenditure rather than
maintenance and programme costs, with little realisation that
non-salary recurrent expenditure can be used to improve
service delivery. Financial control is neither effective nor
sufficiently delegated to enable service managers to plan or
deliver;
!

Managers have no discretion to manage -their costs are fixed
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legislation and policy advice is only the beginning of a process that
culminates in service delivery. Systems, processes and structures need
to be in place and people charged with operating them, to ensure
delivery actually happens on the ground. In turn, government
institutions operate in a wider social and cultural context that gives
meaning to their intentions and impact.
Firstly, there do not appear to be sufficient numbers of leaders of
the right calibre to lead reform within Executive and the Assembly. The
reform strategies tend to list activities to be completed, without
pinpointing a few strategic priorities that will unlock the greatest
support, build the momentum for reform, and dearly show the links
between quick wins and the broader reform agenda. Perhaps not
surprisingly, people at the top seem to be too preoccupied with 'head
office' concerns to make time to personally visit the front line and
experience for themselves how poor services are.
Constitutional and legal powers mean that the FGN can deliver
very little by itself; Hence its delivery 'landscape' is highly complex
constitutionally and institutionally, and is not being actively managed to
deliver results. Performance management is in its early stages in a few
places, but is not yet generating the information that would allow
ministers to feel confident about where progress is being made 'out
there' and where it is not. Nor do policy instructions and resources
cascade down from the top to the Front line,
Neither ministers nor service managers can rely or proper
budgets, so services are not funded effectively, fiscal promises are not
kept, and - as a result - no one can hold anyone to account. Departments
have been able to blame the Ministry of Finance in the past for either not
releasing funds on time, or not at all; the latter, again, has retorted that
line departments have consistently under spent; hence, everyone has
passed the blame.
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Genuine two-way communication with staff and customers is the
exception (though we saw notable examples), with too great an
emphasis on top down instruction over persuasion and involvement.
Therefore the little feedback that does come back 'up the line', is not
likely to be very well-informed nor honest.
SHORTCOMINGS IN RANGE AND VOLUME OF SERVICES
The vast majority of Nigerians have little access to basic public services people told researchers in 2001 about their problems accessing clean
water, reliable electricity and feeling confident in the police. Even in
Abuja, though we visited a relatively good hospital, it is the exception and
there is neither ambulance, an ambulance service nor a reliable supply
of pharmaceuticals.
There are few state run primary or secondary schools, and the
children who attend school do so at their parents' expense. To expand
capacity and extract the maximum value from investment requires
financial and data analysis and strategies that identify priorities, harness
effort, and measure progress. We did not see analytic work of this kind what is needed are reliable population-based needs assessments, lined
up with accurate data on existing provision, and accurately costed
strategies for bridging the gap over time.
Service access and capacity are not the focus of our project, but
are critical if government wishes to convince Nigerians that it is going to
make services, and life, better for them. It also provides an indication of
how most Nigerians will perceive some reform initiatives. For example,
one can imagine how people desperate for water and electricity will feel
about public expenditure spent on training or attracting better calibre
civil servants.
POOR CUSTOMER SERVICE AND SERVICE QUALITY
The view of government has been all about 'favours', rather than rights

SERVICOM Milestones

FEBRUARY 2004
Publication of 'Service Delivery in Nigeria: A Roadmap'
The Report's conclusions and recommendations include:
! Services are not serving people: they are inaccessible, poor in
quality and indifferent to customer needs.
! Public confidence is poor, and institutional arrangements are

“This Retreat is to assert our ownership of
the initiative to serve Nigerians better”

feeling short-changed by the quality of public service delivery by which
decisions are not made without undue outside influence, and files do not
move without being pushed with inducements. Our public offices have for
too long been showcases for the combined evils of inefficiency and
corruption, whilst being impediments to effective implementation of
government policies. Nigerians deserve better. And we will ensure they

!

!

confusing and wasteful.
A far-reaching transformation of Nigerian society through a
Service Delivery Programme as a step in the process of
moving to a government that is more in touch with the people.
The Service Delivery Programme should:
! create 'citizens' and 'customers' demand;
! instill higher expectations of public services;
! communicate service entitlements and rights,
! Publish information about performance.
! Redesign the services around customer requirements;
! Success of the Programme will require committed
leadership from the top;
! Gover nment should demonstrate leader ship
commitment with a public declaration about Service
Delivery.

MARCH 2004
Special Presidential Retreat to deliberate on the Report
President Olusegun Obasanjo remarked:
“This Retreat is to assert our ownership of the initiative to serve
Nigerians better. We accept full responsibility for driving it to a
successful end. This is the core of the message from this Retreat to
the people. That message should also be about leadership with the
attributes which we all agreed to in the last Retreat, namely
selflessness, integrity, objectivity, accountability, openness,
honesty, and patriotism. It is also the message of leading from the
front in the battle to sanitise our system morally, politically and
economically. Above all, it is the message of the leadership that the
Nigerian people can trust.”
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21 MARCH 2004
SERVICOM is born
Concluding Special Presidential Retreat on Service Delivery in
Nigeria, the Federal Government entered into a SERVICE COMPACT
WITH ALL NIGERIANS (SERVICOM).

get what is better!"
These are words which should be quite familiar to members of the
Federal Executive Council, as I have had cause to reiterate the same
points on subsequent occasions, notably, in a presentation to the Council
by the research group set up for this purpose, and later in a Council
Memo that was adopted. Perhaps we ought to once more remind
ourselves of what service means especially to those of us who enjoy the
honour and privilege to be entrusted with the responsibility of
governance in this country.
Personally, I have been consistent in letting it be known that the
only purpose for which I have sought the peoples' mandate is to offer
myself to serve my country. And I do not expect anything less from all
those who are appointed to work with me. Service is what we offer
ourselves for. And service is what the people are entitled to expect from
us. In this simple equation, lies our great concern when the people feel
shortchanged in their expectations of the standard of service provided
by government institutions. This situation has damaging effects on the
amount of trust the people have in our ability to govern as their elected
government. In the circumstances, we as responsible and sensitive
government are obliged to take steps to thoroughly examine what the
real trouble is with service delivery and determine how best we can
remedy it. Before commissioning the Report before us today, we were,
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!The Compact's core provision says: “We dedicate ourselves to
providing the basic services to which citizens are entitled, timely,
fairly, honestly, effectively and transparently”. By SERVICOM, it was
also agreed that all Ministries, Parastatals and Agencies and all
other Government Departments will prepare and publish, not later

“Our public offices have for too long
been showcases for the combined evils
of inefficiency and corruption, whilst
being impediments to effective
implementation of government policies.
Nigerians deserve better. And we will
ensure they get what is better!”
like most Nigerians, well aware of the unpleasant manifestations of the
appalling standard of service delivery in the country.
Under the popular caption of the 'Nigerian way', many Nigerians
have grown accustomed to regarding public service as something you
battle for, and you cannot succeed unless you know someone inside the
system. Few Nigerians expect to get routine acknowledgment of letters
written to public offices, let alone getting attention for telephone
enquiries. Few Nigerians apply for service without budgeting time and
money to follow their applications from desk to desk, while bracing themselves for the phenomenon of the 'missing' file that would re-appear
after settling someone.

to plan and organise properly. On the whole, the case studies show that
improvements in service delivery are critically dependent on progress
on other reform initiatives: -Budget reform needs to deliver guaranteedcash backed- appropriations to finance supplies, non-salary recurrent
expenditure and capital on a regular and timely basis; -Other
management reforms need to put more discretion in the hands of front
line managers with greater delegations over resource allocation and
control; - Reforms also need to ensure managers are more accountable
for the delivery of service outputs and that performance monitoring
systems are put in place effectively to hold managers to account.
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
We have outlined the problem the President asked us to address and set
it in the context of the reforms currently underway, including the
emerging NEEDS/SEEDS agenda. Our brief is to propose changes that
will improve Nigerians' experience of services, capable of being
delivered within a 2 to 3 year timeframe, alongside the underlying
economic and structural reforms.
In section 3, we relay Nigerian's views about their public services,
and remind ourselves of the chasm of expectation that lies between the
people and their government. Even where the lack of trust and
confidence in government is the result of media portrayal of reforms, as
much as their personal experience of poor services, it is no less
important. This negatively also shows the importance of the public
perception of policy to their ultimate success. Even the 'right' policies
poorly presented and delivered will not win public support, and may
result in 'blind anger' as was perceived in the recent introduction of fuel
tax and the enforcement of development control in Abuja. This anger will
not be resolved through a little more staff courtesy, a point that we must
make clear.
Moreover, no 'quick wins' would be sustainable or credible, unless
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they are part of far-reaching change to the fundamentals of Nigerian
society - its use of its oil wealth, its systems of accountability, and the
basic premises upon which government relates to the people it is
supposed to serve. Therefore the importance of cultural change, and
economic and social reform as advocated in the centre of government,
is essential to the possibility and credibility of the proposals made in this
report.
Section 4 reports on our review of 5 services - NEPA, Business
Registration, Passports, Immunisation, and Hospital Outpatients. Our
conclusions confirm the problems of delivery and culture that
customers describe in section 3. It would seem that the service delivery
chain suffers from mainly four problems:
!
A lack of real levers for ministers to deliver or monitor the
outcome of their policy pledges, nor hold anyone to account for
delivery;
!
Shortages of service capacity and accessibility for most
Nigerians;
!
Poor service quality and customer care;
!
Support services (finance, audit, ICT, procurement and
personnel) that neither support nor serve delivery. This first part of this
section will elaborate each of these four problems in turn, and the
second will recommend action to improve customer's experience,
through demonstration pilots and wider systems change.
LACK OF LEVERS FOR MINISTERS TO DELIVER POLICIES OR MONITOR RESULTS
The case studies provide insights into the processes that operate
between ministers' strategic leadership and policy-making at one end,
and operational managers and customers of front line services, at the
other. We refer to this process as the 'policy to delivery' chain; and argue
that it should be managed as a complete process - from 'end-to-end'.
The concept serves as a reminder if one were needed, that producing
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particularly good or bad service delivery but more with the intention of
providing some general lessons about how services are delivered, what
constraints exist and how best practice can be replicated. The cases
selected were:
!
Immunisation
!
Passports - National Electric Power Authority (NEPA)
!
Business Registration (Corporate Affairs Commission)
!
Hospital Outpatients Department (ECT)
In all five of our case studies we sought views and information from all
the main stakeholders in the service delivery chain, from ministers,
through senior managers and front line staff to the customers. Detailed
reports of what we found and concluded are contained in the
appendices to this report. Our overall view of what we have seen and
heard is poor:
!
At the front line in particular the environments were unfit for their
purpose and starved of basic maintenance. Many staff
members seemed poorly motivated, felt disempowered and had
no incentive to improve their performance for the customer.
Frequent shortages of basic, vital supplies meant that they
could not do their jobs properly. Often this resulted in enforced
idleness. In other instances, over-manning and duplication of
meaningless control processes created opportunities to
intimidate customers;
!
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The constraints that have led to this situation are powerful,
deep-rooted and endemic. Most services suffer from a lack of
funds for basic supplies and infrastructure improvements. Even
when funds are appropriated, disbursements are irregular and
fall well short of the budgeted amounts, making planning a futile
exercise and halting implementation of projects and
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programmes in mid-stream;
!

!

!

Managers at the front line have little discretion to re-order what
resources they do have in the interests of better service
delivery. They have no influence over the numbers and quality of
staff assigned to them. Little attention is given to training,
particularly in customer care, and there are few real incentives
to improve performance;
There are no clear lines between policymakers at the top and
staff at the frontline, other than the bureaucratic controls. As a
result, the strategic direction sometimes articulated by
ministers and other senior people do not get translated to the
staff that deal with customers directly;
As section 3 shows, the critical result of these diffuse lines of
policy management and of communication, there are notable
gaps between ministerial visions and customers. The latter
know little about new developments, and also continue to be at
the rough end of service provision; - The Corporate Affairs
Commission shows some promise in reorienting services in the
interests of the customer. We attempted to capture what made it
different. Many of the constraints identified above did not apply
to the Corporate Affairs Commission or did not apply with such
inflexible rigour.

Management were empowered, dynamic and motivated and this
communicated itself to staff at the front line. The Commission was selffinancing and allowed to re-invest surplus funds from the sale of its
services in improvements to the infrastructure, and the terms and
conditions of staff that were well trained and motivated. Budgeting was
a meaningful process and managers had the confidence and autonomy
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than the FIRST DAY OF JULY 2004, SERVICOM CHARTERS whose
provisions will include:
! quality services designed around customers' Requirements;
! set out citizens' entitlements in ways they can readily
understand;
! list of fees payable and prohibit illegal demand “We dedicate

But it has not always been like this in Nigeria. Some of us old
enough can remember service delivery when you could post a letter on
an Express Train, and it would get to its destination, and you would get a
reply. A large number of people can still remember the days when public
servants would greet one with: "Can I help you Sir?" and they meant it,
because one would be treated accordingly. So how did our service
delivery degrade into the present circumstances, when public servants,
if they serve you at all, do so as a favour, or at a price? How and when did
the 50called, 'Nigerian way of doing things' become the norm? Many
Nigerians would claim to know the answer. And it is that the public
servants have to 'chop', and 'chopping' is given higher priority than the
duty to deliver service. With this attitude, the public servants cannot
allow the system to become efficient, where the criteria for efficiency are
based on satisfaction of the citizens.
Hence, the vicious circle in order to get through the inefficient
system, one has to bribe one's way, yet the public officials, who operate
that system, make sure it stays inefficient so that they can continue to
collect toll. Meanwhile, citizens are no longer people with the rights to be
served. And, when things go wrong, as they invariably do, then there is
no recourse. Is it any wonder then that people lose their trust, as they
inevitably do? We are here to begin the process of change, in this
regard.

!
!
!

ourselves to providing commitment to provision of services
within realistic time-frames;
specify officials to whom complaints may be addressed;
publish these details in conspicuous places accessible to the
public;
conduct and publish surveys of customer satisfaction.

The SERVICOM Office
! Established within the Presidency to operationalise
Government commitments under SERVICOM:
! Coordinates formulation and operation of SERVICOM
Charters
! Monitors and reports progress and performance under
SERVICOM obligations
! Carries out surveys of services and customer satisfaction
MARCH 2004
Mission and Vision statements
Federal Executive council directs all Ministries, departments and
agencies to produce:
! MISSION AND VISION STATEMENTS which should include
commitment to a programme of service improvement.
!

SERVICE CHARTERS to inform the citizens what services to
expect, how to expect it, and clear process how to seek
redress when services fail to deliver their expectations

!

To establish their SERVICE DELIVERY UNITS (SERVICOM UNITS) to
coordinate, operationalise, and sustain the new FGN service
delivery initiative, SERVICOM.
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JUNE 2005
SERVICOM Compliance
The Federal Executive Council approves the adoption of the
SERVICOM Index as
! A yardstick for measuring the quality of service as delivered
by government through its various ministries, departments,
parastatals and agencies
! The result of rigorous assessment for SERVICOM Compliance
Evaluation of Service Frontlines within Ministries and
Parastatals.
DECEMBER 2005
The SERVICOM Institute
Federal Executive Council approves:
! The commencement of a Public awareness campaign to
invigorate the demand side of service delivery.
! Establishment of a service delivery Institute for inculcating
the basic concepts of service delivery in all grades of the
public service.
SEPTEMBER 2006
SERVICOM Institute commences operation.
The strategic objectives of the institute are:
! To ensure staff from all Ministerial SERVICOM Unit have been
trained to fulfil their role in implementing SERVICOM's mission
! To mainstream training on service delivery into the existing
curricula of all government training institutions.
! To establish the SERVICOM Institute as the Leading provider
of knowledge management, research, training and
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ground for myths to spread-.

!

communication material on service delivery
To support the implementation of all SERVICOM Pilot service
delivery improvement projects with necessary and
appropriate training.

Let me at this point commend Dr Wendy Thomson and her team,
once again for an excellent job of researching and compiling such a
comprehensive Report at a remarkable speed. In fact, the stand of
performance in this exercise deserves the honour of a role model for
service delivery in action.
The Report has captured in graphic details much of what
everyone ought to know about our system of service delivery. The
observations, which are indeed direct and often unflattering, are not
unfamiliar to Nigerians who have been suffering the consequences of
our degraded service delivery system. In fact, it is easy to imagine the
number of Nigerians, who upon reading the Report, may feel that they
could paint a gloomier picture of their system. The team of experts had
been kindly requested to help us do a diagnostic audit of our system and
recommend a roadmap. In this regard, the team has carried out its
assignment remarkably well.
The main achievement of the Report is the professional manner
with which it x-rayed our system, defined the problems and articulated
them as a firm basis for discussion and possible action. And as the
saying goes, a problem defined, is a problem half solved. It is up to us
now to develop the strategy for solutions, and summon the will to
achieve them. The report has understandably focused on service
delivery as pertaining to Federal Government institutions. This does not

SOME GENERAL PERCEPTIONS
A Survey of Households, Enterprises and Public Officials, commissioned
in 2001 as part of a Governance & Corruption Diagnostic Study,
suggests high levels of scepticism of government, the political process
and the executive, and the need for confidence building. Households and
enterprises rated most public services as poor or very poor, and no
services were consistently rated as good. However, the postal service
rated less badly than most, and enterprises rated Standards and Safely
Inspection (including NAFDAC) relatively highly. On the other hand, the
police service was rated by 46 percent of households and enterprises
as -very poor-and by 41 .2 percent of public officials as -very inefficient-;
39.5 percent of households and 41.4 percent of enterprises placed
electricity provision in the same category; and Water Board
performances were rated very poor by 28.9 percent of households and
35.1 percent of businesses interviewed. Public health and public
education were also generally rated as poor. Public officials rated the
Police (41.2%) as the most inefficient agency, followed by NEPA (35%).
Enterprises were asked whether they had had cause to complain about
public services, whether they had actually complained, and how
effectively this was dealt with. NEPA, NITEL, the Police and the Water
Boards attracted most cause for complaints. Few people had actually
gone to the trouble of complaining, and the vast majority rated their
complaints as completely ineffective, even in services like NEPA and the
Police that had dedicated complaints units. Households reported similar
dissatisfaction with the complaints procedures. Only the postal service
was reported to have effective complaints mechanisms. On corruption,
50 percent of respondents doubted Government's commitment to
undoing corruption and said they thought it was in fact getting worse.
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ACCESS TO SERVICES
The customer perspectives reflected in our market research above all
concern people who were actually accessing or trying to access services
that were relatively available.
The reality is though that large numbers of Nigerians still have no
access to key services, or are very far away from where those services
are available. The Survey of Households, Enterprises and Public
Officials referred to in section 3.2 shows that poor people in rural areas
complain about lack of access to potable water (consistently a top
priority); education; healthcare; rural feeder roads; electricity; and
general unavailability of markets. In urban areas, the services typically
lacking are piped water; access to health and education facilities;
regular electricity supply, if any; community facilities; and good roads. It
remains difficult to quantify these shortcomings, but there are a few
sources that provide a perspective. Data from the Federal Office of
Statistics, interpreted jointly with DFID and a number of state
governments provides some pointers, and is reflected in Annex 82. In
Annex Bi, we also provide collated figures from some international
sources to reflect on Nigeria's progress against the Millennium
Development Goal (MDGs).
These figures show that the question of customer orientation in
Nigeria is not merely one of better marketing and customer relations.
Many Nigerians have very little access to services, whereas others do
have access, but are not satisfied with what they get. Any service delivery
strategy needs to take account of these different realities.
HOW IT WORKS
During the course of our review we were able to examine five functions
that are part of the Federal Government apparatus. These case studies
were chosen in order to get a broad spread of both functionality and
organisational form. They were not singled out as examples of
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exacerbated by the fact that there is only one passport office in the area
and customers may have to travel long distances. In the light of the
image portrayed by staff and management, a few specific customers'
views seem particularly relevant. These customer views were obviously
randomly obtained and not fully tested scientifically, qualified by the
specific day the people were accessible and other such constraints.
However, they do suggest a variance between what officials at different
levels perceive and how their customers view them. Business
registration at the Corporate Affairs Commission in Abuja Approximately
50% of the customers interviewed about CAC were satisfied with the
services provided. They believed that the Office was trying to provide an
effective service. In a comment that perhaps says something also about
the general expectations of government, someone said: They are okay.
You must remember it is the Government, but they are trying. Others,
however, were not satisfied with the service they obtained, citing
insufficient customer care and low levels of performance within the
Office. There were definite beliefs that CAC provides the elite with special
favours. One said, - they favour people with big money, bigger
companies pay bigger fees -, and another thought -they respect the big
men.
There were also strong hints at corruption: after a tip they were
more helpful -Someone contradicted the staff's optimism, and even the
team's impression, that dealing with the office is a relatively smooth
process, saying - it was a constant trip, collecting and returning forms.
Immunisation in Abuja and Kano in general, respondents knew
what immunisation is and what the objectives of an immunisation
programme are. Respondents identified health risks to children as their
main health concern, and worried more about diarrhoea, tuberculosis,
measles, whooping cough, dysentery, cholera, chicken pox and AIDS.
Focus group participants said access to immunisation services was
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important because --prevention is better than cure...-, but access
seems constrained mainly by Location: In some remote areas people do
not have access to a hospital or a clinic within 40km of their residence
and transportation is not readily available; -Availability of vaccines: A
shortage of vaccines is often experienced at immunisation points which
leads to people not being able to immunise their children and they often
do not return; - Service perceptions: Certain perceptions about the
quality of service at immunisation points prevent people from making
use of the service - mainly that it is a waste of time to go to these service
points as vaccines often are not available and staff are overloaded, so
that people waste a large amount of time waiting for service in
inconvenient and uncomfortable circumstances.
Suspicion: Some beliefs and rumours about immunisation
prohibit certain people from making use of the immunisation
programme. Among these beliefs are that some vaccines used for
immunisation have the potential of reducing fertility (especially among
women); that immunisation is expensive; that -God determines the
destiny of each person; immunisation cannot change destiny-; and that,
in the past, many babies were paralysed after foreigners came from
overseas and introduced an immunisation programme that everybody
used. Some people also had negative experiences after immunisation
such as a child running a high fever and therefore do not return. There
also seems inadequate government explanation of why certain types of
vaccination are prioritised and others not, so that at least one
commentator told us: -If you are a parent who has been trying
unsuccessfully to get your child vaccinated against measles, TB etc., and
then the government starts chasing you into your home to administer
polio vaccine, as part of a national immunisation campaign, what do you
think- Why is polio different to the other diseases that occur more oftenIn these circumstances suspicion is perfectly rational, and there is fertile
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19 OCTOBER 2006
Birth of OSCAR (One -Stop -Claims Shop for Motor vehicle Insurance)
President Convenes SERVICOM Road safety stakeholders' meeting
where a Presidential committee is set up with the express purpose
of overseeing the development of a One-Stop- claims Shop for

Motor vehicle insurance. OSCAR is a special Pilot project of the
SERVICOM Office aimed at assisting accident victims in securing
payment of insurance cliams. The objectives of the pilot are to:
! Increase public awareness of motor insurance requirements
and compensation rights.

mean that we are not aware that other tiers of government are part and
parcel of the service delivery chain to the society as a whole.
These tiers of government, that is States and Local Governments,
have responsibilities that presuppose their constitutional autonomy.
Nevertheless, it is often the case that the failure of service delivery at
these other tiers is routinely blamed on the Federal Government, where
the buck is perceived to stop.
We accept that any comprehensive reform of service delivery
needs to fully involve institutions in other tiers of government. In
developing a plan of action, this Retreat should fully consider a scope
that embraces effective engagement of the institutions in other tiers of
government. This is the only way that every Nigerian, regardless of
where he or she lives can benefit from the service delivery initiative.

way back in 1998, considered the prospects of democracy and good
governance as remote to impossible. It was being asked: Where and how
can anyone begin to tackle Nigeria's problem? Well, nearly five years on,
we are pleased to report that considerable progress has been made.
Again, we are winning! It is with the same resolve that we intend to tackle
the issue of Service Delivery. We are not ready to accept any excuses. All
excuses are to be regarded as part of the problem.
In this regard, I note that the Report stresses that decisions on its
recommendations are indeed challenging. Let this be the cure for us: Let
us make it a primary objective of this Retreat to accept this challenge
head-on. This assembly of Ministers and Permanent Secretaries, as the
apex executive team of the country has the constitutional and moral
responsibility to take on the challenge of service to the people. It is
expected of us to make things happen. Let us make things happen. It is
expected of us to change things for the better. Let us change things for
the better.
For instance, this Retreat must work out a programme of action
that includes short term attainable goals which will demonstrably
convince the people and propel the Service Delivery Programme
throughout the nation. This Retreat is to assert our ownership of the
initiative to serve Nigerians better: it is our concept, and we accept full
responsibility for driving it to a successful end. This is the core of the

Where do we go from here?
Many would opine that poor service has become so ingrained in
our system that 'the Nigerian way' seems congenital to our society. In
other words, there is pretty little that one could do about it. This is
treating the problem as an alibi for not tackling it. This is not acceptable
to us. Similar views were held about corruption before we began our
crusade to eradicate it. Well, we have been applying ourselves to this
problem, and we are winning. In the same vein, there were those who,
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Reduce uninsured driving through increased detection and
enforcement.
Improve public confidence in third party motor insurance,
especially the timely compensation of innocent victims.
Increase commitment to road safety, including from the

message from this Retreat to the people. That message should also be
about leadership with all the attributes that we all agreed to in the last
Retreat, namely: Selflessness, Integrity, Objectivity, Accountability,
Openness, Honesty and Patriotism. It is also the message of leading
from the front in the battle to sanitize our system morally, politically and
economically. Above all, it is the message of the leadership that the
Nigerian people can trust.

insurance industry.
24 MAY 2007
OSCAR Presidential Committee inaugurated.
The president appointed some 20 bodies to be represented on the

The Servant Leader
Inaugural Address of President Umaru
Musa Yar'adua, 29 May, 2007

T

his is a historic day for our nation, for it marks an important
milestone in our march towards a maturing democracy. For the first
time since we cast off the shackles of colonialism almost a half-century
ago, we have at last managed an orderly transition from one elected
government to another.
We acknowledge that our elections had some shortcomings.
Thankfully, we have well-established legal avenues of redress, and I urge
anyone aggrieved to pursue them. I also believe that our experiences
represent an opportunity to learn from our mistakes. Accordingly, I will
set up a panel to examine the entire electoral process with a view to
ensuring that we raise the quality and standard of our general elections,
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there was also a view that --my bill has come down from N7000 to N1
000 so I think they are improving. And there were very powerful views on
the problem of corruption. You need to tip them to get them to rectify a
problem, said one, while some people in the focus group thought
transformers were being vandalised by NEPA officials so that they had to
pay those officials to replace the transformers. The operational
structure of NEPA is also perceived to be highly disorganised. NEPA is
also viewed as not having adequate resources to facilitate effective
service delivery. For example, in addition to the inconsistency in power
supply and electrical currents, (which remain priority issues)
respondents feel that the transformers deployed by NEPA were
inadequate and outdated. The perception was that no attention is given
to the upgrading of transformers or to providing more transformers.
Abuja Passport Office Customers' perceptions and attitudes at
the Passport Office brought forward some interesting perspectives in
the public's overall expectations and aspirations, as well about the
specific service. We were told in various interviews in different ministries
and elsewhere, that -Nigerians were really keen for things to work, and
do not wish the government ill; being angry that they do not get what
they want, does not mean they do not want things to get better. - Thus,
we found, interestingly, that customers at the Passport Office appeared
to have a strong sense of national pride, believing that the Government
has a broader vision of providing services to all Nigerians. Interestingly
the Government is perceived, in this regard, to be credible while the
Passport Office is seen as a completely separate entity, albeit mandated
to carry out the Government's service delivery objectives. The Passport
Office's general lack of service is seen by customers as to be
undermining the Government's positive objectives. The service related
problems identified by customers include:

Staff and Communication - poorly trained staff are not willing to
communicate with customers and were completely unhelpful; and a poor
attitude and lack of commitment from staff that affected service quality
(a customer observed: --people sit around all day, waiting, doing nothing
at all --);
- Corrupt staff - some did not only find the staff unhelpful, but thought
they were only interested in making money out of urgent customer
needs; claims were made that customers have had to pay a staff
member between N6000 and N 15000 if a passport is urgently needed;
- Lack of clear, legible forms translated into a language that the
customer could not understand;
- Poor outdated equipment and infrastructure, including, surprisingly
the sophisticated scanning equipment team members saw, a view that
there was a lack of computerisation;
- lack of facilities such as water, toilets, telephones etc. for customers
and a poor maintenance culture amongst staff. (During a team visit to
the site, there were also complaints that there was no identifiable
reception which creates a situation that is exploited by touts.);
- inefficiency and a general sense of disorganisation; the collection of
passports seemed not nearly as efficient as the officials say, or as some
more prominent members of society anecdote have told us it was.
Customers in the focus group complained that they were told to fetch
their passports on a certain date, but when they returned the passports
were not ready;
-

Insufficient offices resulting in overloading of one office - this is
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generally showed that customers have little expectations of the officials
at the front line. The actions of these frontline officials are not
performance based and not result orientated because of their complaint
that they have not been empowered.
At the Outpatients Department at Maitama General Hospital, it
was notable how closely the expectations of outpatients reflected the
values hospital management and frontline staff aspired to. Both groups
emphasised the need for prompt attention with limited time delays; that
drugs and other supplies had to be readily available; convenient access i.e. within acceptable distance from the areas where customers reside
and also available on a 24 hour basis; outpatient medical staff being
available to attend to patients' medical needs; the need for staff to
convey the message that they are motivated, encouraging and empathic
towards patients and at all times abide by their professional ethics; and
the importance of equipment and facilities to be state-of-the-art.
Customers were not satisfied with hospital outpatient services because
of:
Delays in being attended to: Outpatient staff are overloaded and
not readily available to deal with patient needs. Patients often have to
return to the hospital on consecutive days in order to get medical
attention. Staff seemed fully aware of this problem, and say it is largely
because they are overworked, often lack stocks, and are not able to take
critical decisions locally. Among the comments made in a focus group
with hospital users were: -l went there several times and I am yet to see a
doctor-- and -l spent three weeks travelling to and from the hospital to
have tests done and I eventually had it done outside. Ineffective planning
and organisation of the service:
Customers expect activities in the outpatient department to take
place in a sequential order.
Neither the infrastructure, nor the actions of the staff allow for
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this, which leads to a cumbersome time consuming process. -Public
relations: Although reception and administrative staff are perceived to
be trying to uphold good customer relations, the medical staff (with
specific reference to the nursing staff) are perceived to be
unprofessional (even unethical) and unfriendly, Electricity consumers
NEPA customers at Karu service centre expected that NEPA should
provide them with a consistent power supply that does not have
fluctuating currents; they wanted services extended to all residential
areas, especially power for domestic (i.e. light, and electricity for cooking
and air-conditioning purposes), and for security purposes (i.e. street
lights).
In general, the customers at Karu believed that NEPA is
committed to delivering effective services to all Nigerians, and
customers did emphasise that there have been significant
improvements in recent weeks (which seems to concur with NEPA
officials' view that technological changes in December 2003 should have
led to more sustained power supplies). However despite these views,
and the perception that Abuja may be relatively well served compared to
many other parts of Nigeria, there are still substantial problems.
Customers perceive a high level of interference from federal
Government as the cause of inadequate leadership and a poorly
motivated workforce. A focus group participant felt that NEPA was -highly run by the government-- Another felt --they take light where they
feel and they bring light when they want to.
The poor communication skills of the personnel, both in terms of
knowledge of issues and willingness to communicate, bothered several
consumers. Focus group participants expressed these views in different
ways: --if you have a problem you cannot ask NEPA officials - they don't
know either!-, and --NEPA is a monopoly, they do not have competition
and therefore they do not care about public relations. On the other hand,
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committee to ensure that their members are informed about the
activities of OSCAR and to assist in the successful implementation
of the objectives.

The Committee is responsible to the Presidential committee (PC)
on finalizing the work plan for OSCAR and implementing as
approved by the PC among others

29 JUNE 2007
OSCAR Steering committee holds inaugural meeting.

28 SEPTEMBER 2007
OSCAR opens shop with desk of key bodies in the motor insurance

and thereby deepen our democracy. This occasion is historic also
because it marks another kind of transitional generational shift when the
children of independence assume the adult responsibility of running the
country at the heart of Africa.
My fellow citizens, I am humbled and honored that you have
elected me and Vice President Jonathan to represent that generation in
the task of building a just and humane nation, where its people have a
“No matter what obstacles confront us, I
have confidence and faith in our ability to
overcome them. After all, we are Nigerians!
We are a resourceful and enterprising people,
and we have it within us to make our country
a better place. To that end I offer myself as a
servant-leader. I will be a listener and doer,
and serve with humility.”

President Umaru Musa Yara'dua

fair chance to attain their fullest potential.
Luckily we are not starting from scratch. We are fortunate to have
been led the past eight years by one of our nation's greatest patriots,
President Obasanjo. On behalf of all our people, I salute you, Mr.
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claim process The Nigerian Police; National Insurance Commission
(NAICOM); Legal Aid Council of Nigeria (LACON); FCT Hospital
Management Board. OSCAR provides the following services:
! Assist road accident victims to access insurance claims
! Assist accident victims to obtain police and medical reports
! Facilitate Legal Aid to motor accident victims
President, for your vision, your courage and your boundless energy in
creating the roadmap toward that united and economically thriving
Nigeria that we seek. Many of us may find it hard to believe now, but
before you assumed the presidency eight years ago, the national
conversation was about whether Nigeria deserved to remain one
country at all. Today we are talking about Nigeria's potential, to become
one of the 20 largest economies in the world by the year2O2O. That is a
measure of how far we have come. And we thank you.
The administration of President Obasanjo has laid the foundation
upon which we can build our future prosperity. Over the past eight years
Nigerians have reached a national consensus in at least four areas: to
deepen democracy and the rule of law; build an economy driven
primarily by the private sector, not government; display zero tolerance
for corruption in all its forms, and, finally, restructure and staff our
government to ensure efficiency and good governance. I commit myself
to these tasks.
Our goal now is to build on the greatest accomplishments of the
past few years. Relying on the 7-point agenda that formed the basis of
our compact with voters during the recent campaigns, we will
concentrate on rebuilding our physical infrastructure and human capital
in order to take our country forward. We will focus on accelerating
economic and other reforms in a way that makes a concrete and visible
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Process complaints related to motor insurance claims
Provide information on motor vehicle insurance and claims

!

5 DECEMBER 2007
Accident victim gets compensation
OSCAR issues first cheque (after securing the claim) to an accident

difference to ordinary people.
Our economy already has been set on the path of growth. Now we
must continue to do the necessary work to create more jobs, lower
interest rates, reduce inflation, and maintain a stable exchange rate. All
this will increase our chances for rapid growth and development. Central
to this is rebuilding our basic infrastructure. We already have
comprehensive plans for mass transportation, especially railroad
development. We will make these plans a reality.
Equally important, we must devote our best efforts to overcoming
the energy challenge. Over the next four years we will see dramatic
improvements in power generation, transmission and distribution.
These plans will mean little if we do not respect the rule of law.
Our government is determined to strengthen the capacity of law
enforcement agencies, especially the police. The state must fulfill its
constitutional responsibility of protecting life and property. The crisis in
the Niger Delta commands our urgent attention. Ending it is a matter of
strategic importance to our country. I will use every resource available to
me, with your help, to address this crisis in a spirit of fairness, justice,
and cooperation.
We have a good starting point because our predecessor already
launched a master plan that can serve as a basis for a comprehensive
examination of all the issues. We will involve all stakeholders in working

!

to tackle various aspects of corruption;
The emergence of task teams to drive particular reforms, such
as the NEEDS institutional infrastructure: a National Reform
Committee (NRC), headed by the President and including 15 top
figures in government - including ministers, judges, the leader
of the National Assembly, and the heads of special bodies like
the ICPC; a technical Steering Committee headed by the Minister
of Finance; a secretariat in the OHCS supports the NRC; and less
formally, an Economic Team headed by the Minister of Finance
and including among others the Chief Economic Adviser, the
Budget Office and several other relevant role-players;
Appointment of several special advisers and assistants in the
presidency and ministries to deal with a range of issues some
routine, some high priority; - There is greater recognition of the
need for the executive to work with the National Assembly on
policy matters (e.g. the 2004 budget); - A growing trend in
policy processes to consult private sector and civil society
stakeholders. These processes are in their infancy, and it will
take time and continuous effort to make them credible and to
convince the public that government willing to reflect honestly
on its own shortcomings and to learn from others.

PROFILE OF SERVICE DELIVERY AND THE POSITION OF CUSTOMER SERVICE
WITHIN THE REFORM
Service delivery is an integral part of the reform, for ultimately people
will judge its success by what it delivers in concrete terms. That is the
brief received from the president for this project, a view that was
supported by many of the people we spoke to. Most emphasised the
systemic nature of the problem. As the Chief Economic Adviser put it- the
failure of government is a failure of service delivery-; and -oil made
government a dispensing machine; because government no longer
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thought it needed revenue from the people, and it could fund itself
through oil revenue, it started to think that it was doing people a favour,
not delivering services, but being a favour-giving entity.
In principle, the need for a service delivery locus may be
becoming more accepted, but drastic action is needed to bring this
sentiment onto the centre stage. Often, reform becomes preoccupied
with internal systems and structures of government. These ore
important but may not be designed with the customer in mind and will
take a long time to deliver. Some reform may never be experienced as a
good thing to individuals who have benefited from the corruption and old
ways of doing things. Nevertheless in the course of our discussions with
people involved in public services in Nigeria, we have picked up a
number of good ideas, on which we have drawn in forming our
recommendations.
THE CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE
There are obviously many diverse groups of customers in Nigeria, so
that any generalisations need to be treated with caution. Moreover, it is
important to acknowledge that many Nigerians do not have access to
many services, so that their foremost need is to get those services in the
first place. Their reactions cannot be treated in exactly the some manner
as those of people who do have some access, and whose perspectives
would tend to be more about quality of service. These limitations on our
data notwithstanding, our literature review and limited customer
surveys - mainly through focus groups - have sketched the following
picture:
WHAT CUSTOMERS THINK: RESULTS FROM INDEPENDENT MARKET RESEARCH
Discussion of customer perceptions and satisfaction levels ultimately
are closely linked to their expectations. As part of our analysis, we
extracted customer views on site at some of the case studies. They
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“We must get the incentives right and hold people accountable (Minister of Finance)
….let them honour what it means to serve the public -- (a
customer at the Abuja Passport Office)

The Service Delivery Initiative (SDI) has been established by the
President to address this challenge. Its ambitious aim is to find ways for
services to respond to citizens and customers. These is a considerable
challenge, given the history and material constraints and the
underdeveloped performance and qualify systems that currently exist,
let alone the wider society constraints that have made many services the
prerogative of a powerful few, and inaccessible or poorly delivered to
most Nigerians. Services do not systemically monitor customers'
satisfaction, nor collect performance information on key drivers such as
response times, number of people served, waiting lists/backlogs,
penetration rates, or access. Nor do baselines exist for most key areas
of performance. Therefore it has not been possible to formulate
strategies for service sectors, or to assess neither institutional nor
national performance on a comparative basis, or to suggest realistic
quantitative targets. The sum total of these shortcomings sets the
agenda for what we would call -systemic change- where politicians are
held accountable for the quality of services their government provides.
But what this report aims to do is to identify some practical steps that
can be taken by Ministers, officials, and citizens, to kick-start a
turnaround in service delivery, create changes that will be experienced
by the public within the next 2 to 3 years, and support lasting systemic
reform.
THE CURRENT REFORM PROGRAMME
After the April 2003 election, the President took steps to accelerate
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reforms. Shortly after the new ministers were appointed, a process of
developing a reform strategy has been underway. This has developed
under the name of the National Economic Empowerment Development
Strategy (NEEDS), the overall framework for reform. It envisages
reforms of the macroeconomic framework and fiscal system with a
credible budget; public sector and service reform; enhanced
transparency and an end to corruption; and increased service delivery,
especially in the social sectors.
We noted with interest someone describing NEEDS as being about people, after all - One idea raised in this respect has been that of a
social charter where the social contract between government and the
people could be reaffirmed and where key social interventions could be
identified. Topping this list has been -education as key to the future-,
food security, a contributory pension scheme for the senior citizens,
health, and NAPEP (The National Poverty Eradication Programme) that
would entail targeted programmes geared towards vulnerable groups.
The Government has clearly prioritised health and education as
spending areas, and has increased funding in these sectors
considerably in the provisional 2004 budget (to N26.3bn for Health and
N25bn for Education, from N25.442bn and N17, 473 bn respectively in
2003). A major challenge is to step up disbursement.
INSTITUTIONAL ARRANGEMENTS
We heard numerous accounts of how the institutional legacy depicted in
section 2.1 has constrained service delivery, and the Government has
taken a number of steps to overcome this problem. The details are not
relevant here, but we were struck by a few developments:
!

The President creating a number of cross-cuffing and
specialised bodies to drive particular aspects of the reform
agenda -such as the Due Process Office, the ICPC and the EFCC
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victim. The claim was as a result of mediation as the vehicle
involved in the accident was not properly insured.

claim would be paid in 10 years since the establishment of the
scheme which is intended to compensate victims of hit- and run
accidents and those involving uninsured driving.

MARCH 2008
Motor Accident Victim Compensation Scheme (MAVICS) pays
OSCAR facilitates first MAVICS claim. It was the first time such a
out a solution.
As part of this effort, we will move quickly to ensure security of life
and property, and to make investments safe. In the meantime, I appeal to
all aggrieved communities, groups and individuals to immediately
suspend all violent activities, and respect the law. Let us allow the
impending dialogue to take place in a conducive atmosphere. We are all
in this together, and we will find a way to achieve peace and justice.
As we work to resolve the challenges of the Niger Delta, so must
we also tackle poverty throughout the country. By fighting poverty, we
fight disease. We will make advances in public health, to control the
scourge of HIV/AIDS, malaria, and other diseases that hold back our
population and limit our progress.
We are determined to intensify the war against corruption, more
so because corruption is itself central to the spread of poverty. Its
corrosive effect is all too visible in all aspects of our national life. This is
an area where we have made significant progress in recent years, and
we will maintain the momentum.
We also are committed to rebuilding our human capital, if we are
to support a modern economy. We must revive education in order to
create more equality, and citizens who can function more productively in
today's world.
To our larger African family, you have our commitment to the goal

of African integration. We will continue to collaborate with fellow African
states to reduce conflict and free our people from the leg chains of
poverty. To all our friends in the international community, we pledge our
continuing fidelity to the goals of progress in Africa and peace in the
world.
Fellow citizens, I ask you all to march with me into the age of
restoration. Let us work together to restore our time-honored values of
honesty, decency, generosity, modesty, selflessness, transparency, and
accountability. These fundamental values determine societies that
succeed or fail. We must choose to succeed. I will set a worthy personal
example as your president.
No matter what obstacles confront us, I have confidence and faith
in our ability to overcome them. After all, we are Nigerians! We are a
resourceful and enterprising people, and we have it within us to make
our country a better place. To that end I offer myself as a servant-leader.
I will be a listener and doer, and serve with humility. To fulfill our
ambitions, all our leaders at all levels whether a local government
councilor or state governor, senator or cabinet minister must change our
style and our attitude. We must act at all times with humility, courage, and
forthrightness. I ask you, fellow citizens, to join me in rebuilding our
Nigerian family, one that defines the success of one by the happiness of
many.
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I ask you to set aside negative attitudes, and concentrate all our
energies on getting to our common destination. All hands must be on
deck.
Let us join together to ease the pains of today while working for
the gains of tomorrow. Let us set aside cynicism and strive for the good
society that we know is within our reach. Let us discard the habit of low
expectations of ourselves as well as of our leaders.
Let us stop justifying every shortcoming with that unacceptable
phrase 'the Nigerian Factor' as if to be a Nigerian is to settle for less. Let
us recapture the mood of optimism that defined us at the dawn of
independence, that legendary can-do spirit that marked our
Nigerianess. Let us join together, now, to build a society worthy of our
children. We have the talent. We have the intelligence. We have the
ability.
The challenge is great. The goal is clear. The time is now.

!

Legal and institutional complexity: Institutional arrangements
and legal requirements often obstruct service delivery at the
federal, state and local government levels, and weak systems
mean no one is held accountable for actual delivery.
Proliferation of Federal Government institutions and over 400
federal government parastatals has contributed to
fragmentation, blurred accountability, duplication, and wasted
resources. Frequent changes often make it difficult to maintain
programmes, funding and objectives; and many projects are
abandoned or postponed as office bearers and agencies
change.

!

Weak incentives: Low remuneration and lack of performance
management systems provide weak incentives for vigilant
service and encourage corruption and rent seeking. Managers
have little power to deal with it and little discretion at operational
level in human resource management matters to address
under-performance and over-staffing. Together, these factors
have destroyed the customer orientation of many civil servants,
and undermined the confidence of the public in government.

!

Weak information: Reliable information is difficult to obtain, and it
has remained one of the major difficulties over the recent years
of civilian rule to correct this. Basic statistics on performance
are neither generally collected, nor managed through. Accounts
are often late. As a result of these problems, public service
delivery in some sectors has effectively broken down, or
remains fragile despite some recent gains. Human development
indicators (such as in health, education and social welfare) in
Nigeria are generally below the average for sub-Saharan Africa.
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The re-election of the President in April 2003 marked the
beginning of a renewed drive for change in critical areas like macro
economic and fiscal management, establishing a credible budgetary
process, planning for public service reform, and fighting corruption to
achieve transparent governance. The agenda of the National Economic
Empowerment Development Strategy (NEEDS) draws these aspects
together, and now faces the challenge to build ownership with all other
key stakeholders towards these goals. This is a considerable task, as
most Nigerians including many in government - are still unaware or only
partially informed about these reform plans.
Most fundamental, however, is a need to ensure that the system
works better to serve ordinary Nigerians - especially the poor -and is
experienced as doing so, that it does not serve special interests, but that
it is accountable, honest and sensitive to what people actually want. In
the words of several senior government spokespersons, “it is not
business as usual”. We heard the urgency of a focus on service delivery
being expressed in different ways:
!
“Our public offices have for too long been showcases for the
combined evils of inefficiency and corruption whilst being
impediments to -implementation of government policies.
Nigerians deserve better, and we will ensure they get what is
better.- (The President)
!
“The crisis of government is a crisis of service delivery.- (Chief
Economic Advisor)
!
If this initiative works, 70% of my work would have been done.(Minister of Commerce)
!
“Service providers see themselves in a sellers' market, where
customers are accustomed to just take what they get. We need
to change that so that Nigerians refuse to accept anything less
than the best.” (PS of Commerce)
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Case studies of 5 services examined Policy to Delivery 'End-to-End':
! Business Registration (Corporate Affairs Commission),
! Passports (Immigration),
! Immunisation and Hospital Outpatients in FCT (Maitama
General Hospital), and
! NEPA.
We consistently tested findings and perspectives in team context so as to
capture nuances and develop a certain level of synergy.
It is important to emphasise the limits of the analysis. The service
delivery focus does mean that the analysis may not fully take cognizance
of broader structural issues, such as the political, economic and fiscal
impacts of oil, the pervasive presence of poverty, institutionalized
unaccountability and patronage. This inevitably limits the breadth and
depth of our analysis. Moreover, the research took place over 3 to 4
weeks; the case studies are few and mostly confined to the Abuja area;
and some of the facilities visited most likely do not represent the full
scale of problems and challenges. Despite these limitations, we
identified a consistent pattern of poor services failing to meet low
expectations. The sketch that is drawn here and the roadmap to a more
attractive destination is only a small part of the overall picture and
process of getting there. Our hope is to propose some practical steps
that will start up a continuous virtuous circle of higher expectations,
leading to a higher quality experience and more satisfied customers.
BACKGROUND TO SERVICE DELIVERY IN NIGERIA
Context
Reconstructing Nigeria after a decade of military rule was never going to
be an easy or quick task, but as someone observed: -Everyone
underestimated the extent of decay-. Rather than repeating all the
problems, realities and challenges here at length, we would like to
highlight just a few of particular importance from a service delivery
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vantage point:
!
Perhaps nothing is more fundamental than a need for the
government to listen to people's demands for services - what
they see as important, how and whether they access those
services, what would improve them, etc. No one in government
had this function in their responsibilities, nor was able to give us
data about public opinions on services. Our brief customer
surveys -and some of the news coverage of political issues
while we were in Nigeria all point to strong feelings that are not
currently the case.
!

!

Constitutional issues: Ambiguities over functions of tiers of
government have resulted in duplication, conflict of
responsibility and a clear indication of lack of co-ordination in
key service sectors like health and education. It is difficult to pin
down who is responsible for what, which makes it difficult to hold
people accountable for standards of service delivery.
The fiscal system: The Budget has not been an effective
mechanism for allocating or using resources; dependence on oil
reduces the accountability mostly associated with functioning
tax systems; revenue from oil-taxes fluctuates, and is mostly
over-estimated at all levels of government; payroll and
overheads costs consume up to 75 percent of the expenditure
budget, and shortfalls mainly affect non-salary recurring
expenditure in areas like health and education (according to the
World Bank, the public expenditure on health is estimated to be
less than $5 per head) Disbursements to fund capital
maintenance are unpredictable and there is no discretion for
senior officers to utilise savings to improve services.
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Delivering Service In Nigeria:

T

he challenge of confronting the daunting task of ensuring the
delivery of quality, efficient and prompt services that Nigerians are
entitled to, was made no less arduous by the high level of pervasive
faithlessness in every initiative introduced by the government. The
popular assumption that every effort of the government is fraught with
failure and fraud, and therefore cannot be trusted, needed to be
confronted headlong. Well vaunted promises of government that turned
out to be mere hot air seemed to have eroded the people's trust for
government effort at reforms.
The SERVICOM Pilots were purposely designed not only to
address key areas of the society's landscape desperately needing the
most attention, but also to show the people through visible evidence of
quick wins, that service delivery reforms were possible, and not mere
hot air.
To showcase the fact that SERVICOM ideals and principles can
work, key areas of society's needs were selected namely, safety on our
roads, provision of efficient social services such as prompt provision of
healthcare, and guaranteed safety of lives and property, provision of
infrastructure, immigrations issues, and the impact of service delivery
at the grassroots. SERVICOM developed the strategy that the issue of
safety on our roads was such that transcended one agency, ministry or
depar tment. The Police, health care, insurance, Vehicle
registration/Inspection are all linked to the issue of provision of safety
on our roads.
OSCAR PILOT: Safety on the roads
The solution to address the issue of a multi agency problem like road
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safety, is the establishment of a One Stop Claims Shop for Motor Vehicle
Insurance (OSCAR). To streamline the long process imposed by the
nature of road safety and the many agencies involved, OSCAR was to be
the solution and the handle which would lead to resolving all the other
accompanying problems associated with safety on our roads. Another
key purpose was to inculcate the new habit in the citizens that Nigerians
can rebuild faith in the insurance industry that victims of road accidents
will be compensated for their losses if they took the pains to purchase
genuine insurance documents that protect their interests. The Nigerian
Police, FCT Health, Legal Aid Council of Nigeria (LACON) and National
Insurance Commission (NAICOM) were all brought together under one
roof in OSCAR to maximize their impact through integrated and
coordinated service delivery. Representatives of these agencies inside
OSCAR assist in processing insurance claims and giving motor insurance
a new face.
Since its launch OSCAR's intervention has resulted in payment of
compensation cheques to scores of Nigerian road accident victims
running into thousands of naira. OSCAR has also reduced the incidence
of fake insurance documents from about 90% to less than 30% in Abuja
metropolis, where the pilot project is based. Talks are ongoing on the
next stage of national roll out for OSCAR so all Nigerians can have access
to OSCAR's services.
Federal Medical Centre, Keffi: Healthcare services get a shot in the arm.
Before SERVICOM launched its pilot the situation at the General
Outpatients Department (GOPD) was identical to that of any hospital in
Nigeria, chaotic and clear evidence of incurably ineffective service

A diagnostic survey of Service Delivery in Nigeria by
a team from the Office of the British Prime Minister

T

he team concluded that services are

! not serving people well.
! inaccessible, poor quality and indifferent to customer needs.
! ministers lack the levers to ensure that delivery happens 'on the
ground'.
! Central departments have little information with which to monitor
performance or intervene to tackle failure.
! Support services are not designed to support front line services, and
are a major impediment to acquiring the staff, goods and information
that are needed.
THE BRIEF
Following the 2003 elections, President Obasanjo has reiterated his
determination to improve the quality of life of all Nigerians. He
announced several reforms and senior appointments to set the scene
for transformation. But the President and Federal Executive Council
have also recognised that no reform process will be credible and
sustainable if Government cannot demonstrate that it is serious about
service delivery, and even while longer-term reforms take place, that
services are actually improving in practice.
In this context, a Nigerian Service Delivery Research Team visited
the United Kingdom (UK) in 2003 to investigate how the British
government has gone about improving service delivery in its own

country. Based on their feedback, the FEC supported design and
implementation of a Public Service Delivery Programme (PSDP) for
Nigeria. The President and the British Prime Minister tasked a team to
analyse key service delivery issues and develop a roadmap for practical,
targeted and achievable service delivery.
The Technical Team appointed in January 2004 consisted of the
UK Prime Minister's Advisor on Public Service Reform, members of the
OPSR and CMPS in the Cabinet Office, consultants from the UK and South
Africa; and a Service Delivery Team nominated by the Nigerian
government and headed by the President's Senior Special Assistant on
Research and Strategy. The team's Terms of Reference covered a
review of service delivery in Nigeria and the institutional environment for
service delivery; a reflection on people's views and experience of
services; and a draft roadmap of suggested key actions and institutional
arrangements, deliverables, roles and responsibilities, timescales, key
benchmarks and indicators to measure progress, support and TA
requirements. These outputs will feed into preparations for a Ministerial
Retreat in early 2004.
The team undertook analysis of official documents and other
literature on service delivery generally and in Nigeria and interviewed
key ministers and government officials at strategic, management and
operational levels. Independent market research was commissioned to
test customer and staff attitudes through focus groups and interviews.
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(10) Gifts and benefits; We shall not accept gifts of any kind. Nor will we
accept transfers of economic benefit, other than incidental gifts,
customary hospitality, or other benefits of nominal value as permitted
by the Code of Conduct for Public Officials, unless the transfer is
pursuant to an enforceable contract or property right of the Minister or
Special Adviser concerned.
(11) Preferential treatment; We shall not step outside our official roles
to assist private entities or persons in our dealings with the government
where this would result in preferential treatment to any person. In
particular, we shall not use our office to seek to influence a decision, to
be made by another person, to further our private interest or those of
our friends and relatives.
(12) Government Property; We have a duty to the people to ensure that
public resources are fully and effectively utilised. We will in the course of

out duties eliminate waste and extravagance, and ensure that our
officials observe similar discipline.
(13) Insider Information; We shall not use information that is gained in
the execution of our office that is not available to the general public to
further seek to further the private interest or those of our friends and
relatives.
(14) Party Politics; We shall not misuse our office for politically partisan
purposes
(15) Post Employment; We shall not act after we leave public office in
such manner as to take improper advantage of our previous office.
On taking up office all Ministers and Special Advisers are required to sign
this Ministerial Code of Conduct, a copy is kept for personal reference.

SERVICOM in Action

delivery. In one instance, a lady in labour arrived at 8:00 am in the
General Out Patients clinic and waited for close to six hours to be seen.
Lack of an early assessment process meant that the patient's medical
priority was not identified and lack of privacy in the consulting room
resulted in the patient not being examined. As a result the patient was
not identified as being in labour and was about to be sent home with a
prescription for inappropriate medications!
After only a few months the Pilot, which centred on improving 12
service areas for patients attending GOP clinics, noticeable and tangible
improvements became evident confirming that things can work in
Nigeria! As a result of introducing an early patient assessment (triage)
and an appointment system, the patients' wait time at the hospital was
reduced from five hours to about twenty minutes, while long queues
disappeared. In addition, the patient waiting areas were improved
through provision of new better seating, shading from the sun and fans
to cool the patients.
Patients now notice and appreciate that while waiting to be seen
by a doctor, they have access to video messages in the waiting areas that
provide them better information on different aspects of care. All GOPD
staff members now wear badges so patients can easily identify them.
Costs of various tests are now displayed so patients have clear and
transparent information about how much they should be charged.
Information is power.
SERVICOM works at State Government Level
The Cross River SERVICOM Pilot programme is a testimony to the
workability of the implementation of the SERVICOM ideals at State level.
The SERVICOM office is located in the Office of the Governor, and all of
the structures to support the agency at the state level have been put in
place. Cross River State is a pioneer and model state that showcases the
viability of SERVICOM at the grassroots level. Two key areas, health and
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agriculture, were the main focus of the pilot as the most critical to the
citizens of Cross River with potential for impacting the majority of the
citizens.
The state has gone through all the stages for effective take off of
the initiative with the keen interest and support provided by the State
Governor, Liyel Imoke, providing the necessary push for the programme.
Earlier this year, SERVICOM Office, Abuja provided training support for
Information Officers from Cross River state on best ways to sell the
message of service delivery to the citizens, particularly in the hard to
reach rural areas of the state. Additional support from the SERVICOM
Office is expected to lend expertise to MDAs and MSUs in the key areas
of SERVICOM implementation, especially in developing Charters,
Complaints Handling, Customer Sensitisation, and Service Improvement
Planning.
SERVICOM and Service Delivery- customer is king at the Passport Office
The choice of the Passport office as a pilot was based on the need to
showcase how a few changes can lead to significantly visible
improvements and make a lot of difference in service delivery in any
typical service window. The passport office before SERVICOM selection
as pilot was representative of almost all service windows in Nigeria
where chaos, hostile reception areas, and staff indifference lead to
service failure and consequently frustration of the citizens. Then the
Passport Office had come to represent everything that a service
provider ought not to be; uninviting environment and equally unfriendly
staff, shady and cramped environment that made patrons vulnerable to
touts, and unduly cumbersome processes of application meant to
intimidate customers to pay bribes in exchange for required services.
The main objective of the pilot was to refocus on customer needs,
which seemed to be the least of the priorities of the passport office
before SERVICOM came in to the rescue. Basic injection of
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improvements like floor design of the service areas, customer care
training, directional signs and even furniture arrangements soon led to
noticeable improvements in the services of the passport offices that
people are talking positively about. Without much prompt, the
management of the Nigerian Immigration Services, NIS, has taken it
upon itself to extend the new service floor design to other passport
offices across the country for effective service delivery.
The Police Communications Pilot- SERVICOM Makes Citizens' Security Priority
The Pilot was to focus on ways of alleviating the arduous task of the
Nigerian Police of ensuring safety through improved communications.
The importance of communications in guaranteeing safety of lives and
property cannot be over emphasized, particularly in the twin areas of
crime reporting and effective response. The lack of capacity of the

police to effectively and promptly respond to citizens' call for help has
further eroded the little faith that the people have in the police. The
outcome of that is that 80% of the time, and despite threats to their
lives, people choose not to call for police help. In some cases they claim
to fare better in the hands of the attacking criminals with whom they may
be able to negotiate better deals to buy back their lives.
Key improvements have been noticed as a result of provision of
masts and repeater sites, provision of main station radios, solar panels
to charge dry cell batteries, provision of vehicle radios, among many
other tools. Other improvements were in the areas of user friendly
service windows at police stations in select locations in Abuja,
confidential booths for use at the stations, and a generally more
welcoming and customer focused police force.

as possible, be open and transparent in the discharge of our public
duties and encourage those for whom we are responsible to follow our
example.
(3) Anti-Corruption Crusade; We have the responsibility to support the
anti-corruption crusade of the Federal Government and we will so
express our support by our deeds and our utterances at every suitable
opportunity. We undertake to set up Anti-corruption Units in our
Ministries and departments, so as to give full publicity to all the
implications of the Anti-Corruption law and as deterrent against corrupt
practices and tendencies.
(4) Support for Government Reform; We pledge to support
Government efforts to sanitise and rationalise the operational system of
our society, the process and mechanism of governance and to ensure
that all policies in this regard (such as monetisation, reduction of waste,
improved service delivery, cost-effective administrative machinery, and
enhanced economic productivity) are successfully implemented.
(5) Decision-making; In fulfilling official duties and responsibilities, we
will put to one side, both personal and sectoral interests and will make
decisions in the public interest and with regard to the merits of each
case without discrimination on the grounds of ethnicity sex, religion or
origin other than when acting in furtherance of objectives laid down in
the constitution.
(6) Private Interest; We will perform our official duties and arrange our
private affairs in a manner that will bear the closest public scrutiny, an
obligation that is not fully discharged simply by acting within the law but
which must also be within the spirit of the law. We shall not have private
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interest other than those permitted pursuant to this Code and to the
Code of Conduct for public officers as contained in the constitution.
Specifically, we shall not have primary interests that would be affected by
government actions in which we participate.
(7) Public Interest; Subsequent to our appointment, we shall arrange
our private affairs in a manner that will prevent, real potential or
apparent conflict of interests from arising but if such a conflict does
arise between the private interest of a Minister or Special Adviser or his
or her close relations and the official duties and responsibilities of that
Minister or Special Adviser, the conflict shall be resolved in favour of the
public interest.
(8) Conflict of Interest; We shall not exercise an official power or
perform an official duty or function in the execution of our office and at
the same time know that in the performance of the duty or function or in
the exercise of the power there is the opportunity to further our private
interest or those of our friends and relatives over and above the benefits
to the wider community. We shall not exercise an official power or perform
an official duty or function in the execution of our office if we have a
conflict of interest or an apparent conflict of interest. A Minister has an
apparent conflict of interest if there is a reasonable perception, which a
reasonably well informed person could properly have, that the Ministers
ability to exercise an official power or perform an official duty or function
must have been affected by his or her private interest or those of his/her
friends and relatives.
(9) Influence; We shall not use our office to seek to influence a decision
to be made by another person to further our private interest or those of
our friend and relatives.
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Ministerial Code of Conduct and Ethics

Health Services Without Pain

ONE
Selflessness: Holders of public office should take decisions solely in
terms of the public interest. They should not do so in order to gain
financial or other material benefits for themselves, their family, or their
friends.
TWO
Integrity: Holders of public office should not place themselves under any
financial or other obligation to outside individuals or organisations that
might influence them in the performance of their official duties.

SIX
Honesty: Holders of public office have a duty to declare any private
interest relating to their public duties and to take steps to resolve any
conflicts arising in a way that protects the public interest.
SEVEN
Leadership: Holders of public office should promote and support these
principles with leadership by example.

THREE
Objectivity: In carrying out public business, including making public
appointments, awarding contracts, or recommending individuals for
rewards and benefits, holders of public office should make choices on
merit.

TO ASSIST US in upholding these principles and the provisions contained
in the Code of Conduct for Public Officers contained in Part Five of the
National Constitution and in view of the special responsibilities with
which we, as Ministers and Special Advisers of the federation are
entrusted, WE WILL AT ALL TIMES FAITHFULLY COMPLY in both spirit and
to the letter with the following code of conduct for Ministers and Special
Advisers:

FOUR
Accountability: Holders of public office are accountable for their decisions
and actions to the public and must submit themselves to whatever
scrutiny is appropriate to their office.

(1) Ethical standards; We shall at all times act with honesty whether in
public or in private affairs and uphold the highest ethical standards so
that the public confidence and trust in the integrity, objectivity and
impartiality of government are preserved and enhanced

FIVE
Openness: Holders of public office should be as open as possible about
all the decisions and actions that they take. They should give reasons for
their decisions and restrict information only when the wider public
interest clearly demands.

(2) Accountability and Transparency; We have an overriding
responsibility to the public interest, which requires that we put to one
side all personal, sectoral and regional interest. We are accountable for
our decisions and actions to the public and must be prepared to be open
to scrutiny by them. To facilitate and inform this process we should as far
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Keffi Federal Medical Centre
“I want what they're having!”
his is what patients and clinicians are saying after seeing the
dramatic improvements made in the General Out-Patient
Department (GOPD) of Keffi Federal Medical Centre. Keffi FMC is one of
two Nigerian hospitals taking part in a DFID funded SERVICOM initiative
aimed at improving service delivery to patients attending GOPD. Even
patients in nearby hospitals are reported to be asking the authorities to
“…..perform the same magic” in their hospital. And these are not the
only comments.
When a friend of the Keffi FMC SERVICOM officer visited the GOPD
he commented: “I did not know this type of thing existed in Nigeria.”

T

Another visiting colleague from a state university had commented:
“I did not know that Keffi had gone 'international'” When a staff member
from Cross River State Government visited there they expressed
surprise that:
“This kind of thing worked in this country” and commented:
“Before we came here, we thought this was just talk. But now we have
come, we see it with our own eyes. It is as if it's not real.”
So what's the Big Story?
From these comments, it certainly seems like something big is going on
at Keffi FMC. So what is going on there? What is the big story? You might
imagine that these people are describing something extraordinary,
something perhaps high-tech or something that you might usually only
find in a highly developed healthcare setting.
What people were commenting on was simply a GOPD which was
organised, well-ordered, calm and focused on the needs of the patients.
But that's not all. There was something else that they saw. Something
that inspired such comments as:
“I don't know what you did there, we attended Keffi at 2:00 pm,
were given an appointment for 2:20 pm and by 2:22 pm we were seen.
I've never seen anything like it. It was like magic”. From a university
lecturer from the Nasarawa State University when attending Keffi so that
his wife can be seen at GOPD “Before 30 minutes everything was
finished. Miniti biyar, miniti biyar (5 minutes, 5 minutes). Please
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continue”. From the representative of the Emir of Keffi commenting on
his experience of attending Keffi FMC
So what had Keffi FMC changed to inspire these comments?
The Biggest Problem in GOPDs
What Keffi FMC had achieved, with the initiative and support of
SERVICOM was to address the biggest problem in GOPD clinics around
the country; a problem that plagues almost all GOPDs as well as many
specialist clinics and other hospital services besides; the problem of
long waiting times.
Attending a GOP clinic in Nigeria today is, for most people, an
uncertain experience. Patients and relatives come in to the GOPD not
knowing how much of their day they have to spend in the hospital before
they are seen. Many expect to spend the good part of the day from
early morning to late afternoon there. And while waiting, they are far too
nervous to leave their place in the queue to attend to what they need, be
it to go to the washroom, get food or drink, stretch their legs or attend to
their business outside the hospital.
What they do know with certainty is that there will be a long, often
uncomfortable queue; a queue that starts gathering from around 7am in
the morning, well before the “scheduled” start of the clinic. They also
know that their day, as well as being long, is likely to be an anxious one.
Not just because they are already worried and concerned about their
health, but also because they know that they need to be on the watch for,
and vigilant about other people's attempts to get ahead of them in the
queue.
What Keffi FMC was able to achieve was to put in place a system
that dramatically reduced patient waiting times while at the same time
improve the overall experience of the patient.
How did they do this? To answer that question, one has to start by
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understanding what causes long waiting times in the first place.
What Makes the Wait So Long?
Those who have thought about this question will have realised that long
waiting times are not the result of one single factor; a range of factors
compound together to create this problem. What was needed was
therefore a range of solutions with which to address all the factors
contributing to the delay. Let's look at these problems starting with when
the patient first arrives at the hospital.
Factor 1: Early arrival of majority of patients
Often patients (perhaps as many as 60-70% of them) arrive at the
GOPD at the very start of the clinic or up to an hour ahead of it.
Why do they do that?
Because they know that there will be a long queue of people. So they
figure that if they arrive early, they will secure for themselves an early
place in the queue.
Needless to say that the arrival of so many patients simply added
to the problem and created huge congestion and stress around the
registration point.
No practical system, however organised, can process a large
group of people at the same time. Inevitably a number of them will have
to wait a while to be processed.
What Keffi FMC realised was that they needed a system that reeducated the patients about their time of arrival at the hospital. What
they introduced was an appointments and triage system. Once the
system was introduced, patients began to realise that they can arrive
any time during the best part of the day, and still be given an
appointment for that day. We will cover more about this later in this
chapter.

Appendix 1

Score Card

SUMMARY OF EVALUATED MDAs AND THEIR SCORES

98

UNVERSITY OF MAIDUGURI TEACHING HOSPITAL (UMTH), MAIDUGURI

2.0 out of 4 (50%)

(**) Fair

99

FEDERAL NEURO-PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITAL, MAIDUGURI

2.2 out of 4 (55%)

(**) Fair

100

FEDERAL MEDICAL CENTRE (FMC), NGURU

2.2 out of 4 (55%)

(**) Fair

101

FEDERA NEURO-PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITAL, KADUNA

1.9 out of 4 (47.5%)

(**) Fair

102

NATIONAL EAR CARE CENTRE, KADUNA

2.4 out of 4 (60%)

(***) Acceptable

103

FEDERAL MEDICAL CENTRE, BIRNIN-KUDU

1.2 out of 4 (30%)

(*) Poor

104

FEDERAL NEURO-PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITAL, ENUGU

2.3 out of 4 (57.5%)

(**) Fair

105

FEDERAL MEDICAL CENTRE, ABAKALIKI

2.0 out of 4 (50%)

(**) Fair

106

FEDERAL MEDICAL CENTRE, ASABA

2.2 out of 4 (55%)

(**) Fair

107

FEDERAL MEDICAL CENTRE, BIDA

2.4 out of 4 (60%)

(***) Acceptable

108

FEDERAL STAFF HOSPITAL, GARKI-ABUJA

1.4 out of 4 (35%)

(*) Poor

109

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY TO THE GOVERNMENT OF THE FEDERATION

1.7 out of 4 (42.5%)

(**) Fair

110

OFFICE OF THE HEAD OF CIVIL SERVICE OF THE FEDERATION

1.1 out of 4 (27.5%)

(*) Poor

110

NIGERIA EXPORT PROMOTION COUNCIL

2.0 out of 4 50%)

(**) Fair
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SUMMARY OF EVALUATED MDAs AND THEIR SCORES

69.

FCT WATER BOARD, ABUJA

1.4 OUT OF 4 (35%)

(**) FAIR

Factor 2: Early closure of medical records registration point
From past experience patients knew that the out-patient registration
point closed at 12:00 noon. Patients realised that if they wanted to get
registered they had to arrive not only before that time, but well before
that time. Why? Because they knew that there would be long queues of
people to be processed. This provided added reason for patients to
arrive well before clinic opening hours.
When FMC Keffi thought about this, they realised that there was no
specific reason why registration had to close at 12:00 noon. This was
how things had happened historically and no one had ever stopped to
think about why.
They realised that by extending the opening hours of the
registration point, it would go some way to alleviate patient anxiety about
needing to arrive early, help re-educate patients about arrival time,
reduce morning congestion around the registration point and even-out
the flow of patient registrations throughout the day.
What Keffi FMC did was to extend the registration opening hours
by 3hrs and 30 minutes to 3.30pm.
Factor 3: Patients had to visit several windows to get registered and receive
their medical card
One problem that became quickly apparent was that patients had to go
through many steps to get registered and receive their medical card.
This meant that patients had to go through a stress-full and long-winded
process before they could even start waiting to see the doctor. This is
what we noticed:
When patients arrived at the hospital they went straight to the outpatients' registration point (step 1)
Here they would all cram anxiously around a small registration
window, trying to muscle-in to ensure they got noticed by the staff and
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received some service. Once noticed, their registration details (name,
age, sex, address etc) were written down manually in a book.
They then needed to pay for their card or for seeing the doctor. At
this point patients had to go to another window in a different part of the
hospital a distance away and up a set of steps - to pay for the card and
collect a receipt as evidence of their payment. (step 2)
Having collected their receipt they then had to come back to the
original registration point, present their receipt as evidence of payment
and then finally be issued with their card. (step 3)
Are you beginning to get the picture?
What we had found was that the anxious queuing and cramming was
being repeated again and again at each service window. You can
imagine how uncomfortable this was to go through especially when you
are feeling weak, unwell, and perhaps even in pain.
Again, once staff at Keffi FMC took a little time to consider what
was really happening, it did not take much to figure out how it could be
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improved. All that was needed was for the hospital to co-locate the
registration and payment point to the same service window, thereby
streamlining and speeding up the whole process and saving on a lot of
time, patient aggravation and unnecessary queuing. This was a simple
change that made a lot of difference.
Factor 4: There was no system to enable patients to know how long it would take
before they are seen
Once patients were registered, they were then directed to the waiting
area to wait to be called to see the doctor. And of course they waited and
waited, sometimes for as long as 6 unbelievable hours but on average
for around 3 hours. What we noticed was that there appeared to be no
relationship between the time the patient arrived and the time they were
called to be seen by the doctor. The process seemed ad-hoc, pot-luck.
There was no way for the patients to know if they would have to wait 6
hrs, 3 hrs or an hour before they were seen.
What the patients did know was that they better not leave the
waiting area because they could be called in at any time. And if thirst,
hunger or nature called, basically they better just grin and bear it. When
patients don't have any idea of the length of their wait, three things
happen. First psychologically the waiting time feels longer than it actually
is.
Second, their anxiety is heightened because they don't know
whether or not they are in the system and whether other people jumping
ahead of them in the queue. This anxiety makes patients want to huddle
as close to the consulting room door as possible, and be on the look-out
for patients jumping ahead. This anxiety sometimes breaks into conflict
between patients and between patients and staff and generally creates
stress for all concerned.
Third, the waiting time becomes unavailable to the patient. If on
the other hand, the patient is given a clear time when they will be seen,
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the waiting interval does not seem as long, the time itself becomes
available for them to use in whatever way they chose and they become
less anxious about not being in the system and about other patients
being given priority over them.
What was needed was a systematic way of allocating to patients
the time when they will be seen. What was introduced at Keffi FMC was
therefore a clear appointment system.

Appendix 1

Score Card

SUMMARY OF EVALUATED MDAs AND THEIR SCORES
48.

FEDERAL MEDICAL CENTRE, IDO - EKITI

1.7 OUT OF 4 (42.5 %)

(**) FAIR

Factor 5: Doctors had no help when assessing patients
This may sound a little strange to you. Who else should assess the
patient apart from the doctor you might ask. The reality is that a part of
the doctor's consultation almost always involves the taking of the
patient's vital signs; i.e. the patient's blood pressure, pulse, weight,
height, in some cases a urine sample and if you are very advanced
medically also the waist measurements. If it was left to the doctor to take
all these measurements it would take the doctor an average of between
3-5 minutes per patient to complete the measurements. Given the time
the measurements require, the doctor will either decide that there is
simply not enough time to take all these measurements for every patient
thereby compromising the care of the patient or might decide to take all
the measurements every time.
Taking these measurements adds a staggering 90-150 minutes
per doctor per day - for a doctor that sees around 30 patients a day. This
is 90-150 minutes of potential consultation time per doctor per day
spent on taking basic vital signs. If some one else could take on this task
and provide the results to the doctor, then the speed of the consultation
time can be quicker and a full 90-150 minutes of the doctor's time will
be freed up for seeing more patients.
If a GOPD has 4 doctors, this amounts to a total of 360-600
minutes of a doctor's time per day. This is a staggering and expensive 610 hrs of doctor's time per day that is used on an activity that a nurse
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27.

FEDERAL MEDICAL CENTRE, JALINGO

1.9 OUT OF 4 (47.5%)

(**) FAIR
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could easily support.
Nurses are qualified to do this and their time is more available and
less expensive than that of the doctor's. Using nurses in this way is a
more efficient and effective way of using existing human resources.
Realising all this, Keffi FMC decided to negotiate an agreement with the
head of nursing and bring in a number of nurses to the GOPD to assess
the patients' vital signs. A process was put in place where, following
patient registration and issue of the medical card, the patient was given
a number and asked to go to a nurse to be assessed for their vital signs.
This process was referred to as “triage”. Triage helps the doctor with
assessing patients. But that's not where the benefits of triage end.
Triage offers the patient a host of other benefits, for example:
1. Triage enables nurses to quickly assess the urgency of the
patient's medical condition and to identify and fast-track urgent medical
conditions to the doctor quickly. This is a key and important aspect of
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triage.
Fast-tracking urgent cases can save lives. Let me give you a real
example. One day, while we were working with Keffi FMC, an elderly man
came to Keffi GOPD. After registering, he went to sit and wait under a
tree. He stayed there for a few hours. No one took much notice; people
thought he'd fallen sleep. In fact, he was suffering from very high blood
pressure and he had a fatal stroke while he was waiting to be seen.
Triage is a process of prioritizing patients based on the severity
of their condition. In other countries triage is most commonly used in
accident and emergency. Here, we used an adaptation of the process,
suitable for out-patient services in Nigeria
He need not have died. Had the urgency of his condition been
picked up quickly by a triage nurse he might still have been alive today.
And this is exactly the kind of problem a triage nurse can quickly pick up
through an examination of the patient's blood pressure. This shows how
triage can save lives.
2. Triage enables nurses to address minor patient issues, thereby
freeing them up from having to see the doctor.
A certain percentage of patients who come to GOPD every day have only
very minor concerns or questions, which can be easily addressed by the
nurse. The triage process enables these issues to be quickly recognised
and addressed by the triage nurse. This frees up the patient from having
to wait to see the doctor and at the same time it reduces the demand on
the doctor's time and the clinic itself. This does not mean that if the
patient wants to see the doctor they can't, but often if the patient's
question is answered by the nurse, the patient themselves decide that
they no longer need to wait to see the doctor.
3. Triage enables nurses to redirect patients who have come to the
wrong clinic to the right clinic.
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Once again, a certain percentage of patients arrive at GOPD, when in
fact they are looking to attend a specialty clinic. Triage nurses are able to
identify these patients and direct them to the right clinic. This saves the
patients' time and prevents this category of patients from unnecessarily
filling up a doctor's clinic.
4. Triage helps the patient feel that they are in the system and it
quickly gives them the feeling that “something is happening”. The
thorough assessment of patient's vital signs that takes place in triage
also helps the patient feel “looked after” and helps to increase
their
confidence in the quality of their care.
5. Finally triage provides an interim activity between patient
registration and patient consultation with the doctor. This activity serves
to practically and psychologically break up the wait time for the patient
and thus reducing patient anxiety and stress about the wait.
Factor 6: Patients had no clear time as to when they will be seen by the doctor
Having made the changes above, Keffi FMC realised that they needed to
have a system where every patient is given a clear time of appointment
to be seen by the doctor. And this is exactly what they did. Once the
patient had been assessed by the triage nurse, the nurse would then
give the patient a specific time of appointment. And the appointment
given to the patient would be the next closest available time slot in the
doctor's appointment system.
To do this, the triage nurses used a pre-agreed appointment
form. These forms had a clear agreed start and end time for each doctor
in clinic as well as a clear and pre-agreed number of appointment slots
per doctor per day. Additionally on the morning of each clinic, the doctor
would notify the triage nurses of the time they plan to take their lunch
break. This enabled the nurses not to give appointments during those
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times.
The triage nurse would give the patient a card with their time of
appointment on it and the patient is guaranteed to be seen within 20
minutes of their appointment time. Once given a specific appointment
time, the patient becomes free to use any time between then and their
appointment time in any way they choose. Their wait time becomes their
own.
Once the appointment sheet is filled or as soon as the time
approached for the first appointment on the sheet, the appointment
sheet is passed on to the relevant doctor. The doctor would use this form
to know which patient had the next appointment. The form also helped
the doctor regulate their consultation times against their appointment
times, and helped them to ensure that they kept to time.
The order and organisation that this created in the clinic meant
that the patients would be called to be seen by the doctor relatively
quickly.
In fact within a few months, the appointment and triage system
worked so well that the duration of the whole hospital visit from
registration to being seen by the doctor was drastically reduced to
around 1 hr and half and only 10-20 minutes from the patient's
appointment time to the time actually seen by the doctor.

Score Card

Appendix 1

SUMMARY OF EVALUATED MDAs AND THEIR SCORES
6.

NATION AL UNIVERSITIES COMMISSION

1.4 OUT OF 4 (35 %)

(**) FAIR

Factor 7: Doctors do not always attend clinics according to agreed times
Staff working in GOPDs will recognise this as a significant factor
contributing to the long waiting times of patients in GOPD. Many
hospitals find it difficult to address this issue with doctors. Some doctors
may disagree that they frequently arrive late at clinic and managers may
not be able to adequately monitor or address this issue due to lack of
supporting data.
An advantage offered by the appointment sheet was that it not
only captured how many patients were booked in to see a particular
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Scorecard

T

he Operations Unit of SERVICOM evaluates all MDAs to ensure that
all the key ingredients that guarantee satisfactory service have
been met by the service windows. The Units, made up teams of five to
six SERVICOM Officers, visit the MDAs with the purpose of assessing
the services offered by these public offices, praising those MDAs that
excel and shaming those rendering poor services. Essentially the
SERVICOM Index is used to grade these agencies after which the
management of the evaluated agencies is presented with their scores.
The process continues with recommendations on how to make
the services better. The SERVICOM Institute offers training on Service

Improvement Planning to ensure that MDAs that score low on the
Evaluations can improve their services to make better grades.
Ultimately, the scores of these MDAs will be published in the mass
media to show citizens and the Government which MDAs are
performing and those that are non-performers. It is up to the
Government if these scoring methods and the grades earned will form
a key basis for revenue sharing for the MDAs, so that non-performing
MDAS can have a percentage of their budgetary allocations set aside
for Service Improvement Planning to make them serve the people
better.

SUMMARY OF EVALUATED MDAs AND THEIR SCORES
S/N
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doctor on any one day, but it also captured information on the actual time
each patient was seen by the doctor.
This not only enabled GOPD staff to monitor actual consultation
time against the given appointment time and thus ensure that the
promised guarantee that the patient will be seen within 20 minutes of
their appointment time was kept to, but it also provided clear data as to
doctor's start time, end time, break times and the number of patients
seen every day.
When collected over a period of time, this data provides GOPD
managers with irrefutable and compelling data with which to address
doctors' attendance times in GOPD.
What Keffi FMC realised was that by simply capturing and collating
this data and presenting it to the GOPD medical team, the doctors
themselves on a peer to peer level questioned each other and placed
pressure to change the behavior of their poor performing colleagues.
After all, where one doctor was not performing, it placed the other GOPD
doctors under pressure to cover more patients. Management could take
a back seat and observe the process self-regulate itself.
But that was not all. The appointment system also provided an
additional and unexpected benefit to doctors and staff of GOPD.
Prior to the introduction of the appointment process, doctors and
staff were themselves stressed from having to deal with the stress of
their patients and from not knowing how many more patients they had to
see and how long they would have to stay behind before they finished
seeing all the patients. This kind of stress and uncertainty on a daily
basis affected the doctors and staff of GOPD. The reluctance of some
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doctors to attend GOPD was partly because of this daily stress. It also
caused some doctors to hurry through the patient consultation so that
they were left with enough time to see all the unknown number of waiting
patients.
The appointment system changed this significantly. The process
brought order and calm to the clinic and enabled the doctors to know
exactly how many patients they had to see each day and what time their
last appointment was. It not only calmed the patients but calmed the
doctors and staff too, thus creating an environment which doctors were
much happier to attend. Doctors also knew how long they could happily
spend with each patient and know with certainty that they can see all
their waiting patients by a given time.
Conclusion
By addressing all the factors contributing to the long waiting times, Keffi
FMC was successful in reducing patient waiting time to a staggering
maximum of 20 minutes. What's more it was able to bring in to effect a
host of other benefits for its GOPD.
What's more, none of what FMC Keffi introduced was particularly
difficult, technical or expensive. It was more about doing something
differently rather than having more of something. More is not always
necessary. Much can be done with very little.
What was needed however was the desire to improve things and a
willingness on behalf of GOPD staff to take a little time out to identify
their problems and work together to solve them, little by little, day by day.
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OSCAR: Insurance Pays
One Stop Claims Shop for Motor Vehicle Insurance (OSCAR) revives
interest of motorists in insurance policy.

I

f you are one of those in doubt about the extent of carnage on
Nigerian roads, then you may do well to consider these statistics. In
2003 alone, 8,672 people were reported to have lost their lives to road
accidents in various parts of the country while another 28,215 people
sustained various degrees of injury. In Lagos, which is reputed to be
Nigeria's premier commercial centre, available statistics indicate that
865 people were killed in road accidents in 2006 alone. Abuja's network
of good roads has not resulted in a better safety record for the capital
city. About 173 lives were reported to have been lost to ghastly vehicle
accidents in various parts of the city in 2004 while 266 others sustained
serious injuries in the same year. The Federal Road Safety Commission,
FRSC, estimates that 4,955 people lost their lives to road accidents in
the country in 2006 while another 17,390 were injured within the same
period.
But as gory as the above may appear, that is only a tip of the
iceberg. According to the World Health Organisation, WHO, there is gross
under reporting of road accidents in Nigeria. The situation is further
worsened by lack of cooperation and coordination between the various
law enforcement agencies that handle the issue of road accidents and
safety on our roads. For example, the FRSC and the Police have always
come up with different figures when it comes to the number of fatalities
on Nigerian roads annually. WHO estimates that Nigeria may be losing
over 32,000 lives to roads accidents yearly.
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Unfortunately, most victims of road accidents or their dependants
are usually left to their own devices. Thus, in case of injury, it usually falls
on the family members of the injured to source funds to pay for the
hospital bills of the survivors. In the case of deaths, the dependants and
family members of the deceased quietly bury their dead and in most
cases expect and receive no compensation from any quarter.
Yet, this need not be so. Indeed, to give succour to commuters
and other road users, the government had, many years ago, made it

Ask: SERVICOM Complaints?

The SERVICOM Book

! The Government Office will use the experience of your compliant to
further improve services.
Ask: How Can You Help SERVICOM To Help You?
You can help all Government Offices to provide better services in a
number of ways:
! When you experience service failure, complain as soon as possible
so that things can be put right. The sooner you complain, the
sooner something can be done about it.
!

!
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It would help if you can say what you think has gone wrong and
what you think should be done to put it right.
All your suggestions and comments about our services are
welcome.
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!

Please note that it is our duty to deliver service according to
government policies. We handle complaints about service failure.
We do not handle criticisms about government policies.

!

Please bear in mind that we aim to do our best. Lodge your
complaints courteously and politely. Mutual understanding is the
best way to process Complaints.

!

Please remember that your suggestions can often help us to
improve our performance.

!

Please consider the circumstances of the government officers at
the Service Window. They are not perfect.
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compulsory for all vehicles on Nigerian roads to have at least a third
party insurance policy. This is enshrined in the Third Party Motor
Insurance Act of 1950 which provides that anybody putting a vehicle on
the road must have at least a third party insurance. The mandatory
insurance cover is targeted at ensuring that compensations are paid to
victims of road accidents to take care of their medical and other
expenses or their dependants, in the event of death. Thus, road users
who suffer injury, death, or property damage are expected to be
adequately compensated under the Act. A motorist who breaches this
law is liable to a fine of N250, 000 or one year imprisonment or both.
Under the Act, it is also an offence to forge, alter, mutilate or deface any
certificate of insurance; to use or allow being used by another person
any forged, altered, mutilated or defaced certificate of insurance; to lend
or borrow a certificate of insurance, and to make or have in one's
possession a fake certificate of insurance calculated to deceive.
But the Act must be one of the most neglected laws in Nigerian
statute books both in terms of compliance and enforcement. According
to Joshua Umukoro, Consultant with the Road Safety Pilot Project, about
91 per cent of insurance certificates being carried by motorists in the
Federal Capital Territory are fake. He attributed this to a number of
factors: One, before the recent consolidation exercise in the insurance
industry, there were about 103 insurance companies operating in the
country with each having its own insurance certificates. The
unwieldiness of that arrangement was further compounded by the fact
that operators in the insurance industry were also not able to come up
with one generally acceptable standard policy. That made it difficult for
law enforcement agencies to spot the difference between genuine and
fake insurance certificates. The Insurance industry itself realised this
problem which it attempted to solve with the Vehicle Insurance Sticker
Scheme, VISER, which unfortunately did not work as envisaged as it was
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characterised by the same problem of counterfeiting.
Then, there is also the general attitude of motorists to insurance,
especially the perception that getting insurance companies to pay claims
may well be tantamount to asking the camel to pass through the eye of a
needle. Thus, when motorists buy an insurance policy, they generally
don't expect to be compensated. In fact, the aim is to avoid being
apprehended by the police or some other law enforcement agencies
rather than the expectation of succour in case of eventualities.
“The law enforcement agencies could not help matters because
they had no way of identifying which one was genuine and which one was
false among the over 100 policy certificates being carried by motorists
across the country. People just produced a mass of papers that have no
value. And they acquired it at only N200 or N300. The concept over
time was that insurance was just to pass law enforcement agencies'
checkpoints. What then happened was that in case of an accident, you
couldn't call on any insurance company. Infact, you had been driving
without insurance cover as it were”, says Umukoro.
Yet, the number of Nigerians who die or sustain debilitating
injuries from road accidents keeps increasing without any form of
succour whatsoever. The situation could not be allowed to continue.
Something had to be done to reverse the ugly situation. With its mandate
of ensuring efficient service delivery to Nigerians in every facet of life,
SERVICOM, about two years ago, started a Road Safety Pilot Project.
That was after a survey which indicated that road safety was a classic
example of failed service delivery in Nigeria. The agency decided to
seize the bull by the horns by tackling the problem from the perspective
of road accident victims. Umukoro explains: “The statistics are
staggering. Currently, the statistics for the last decade indicate that
about 50 Nigerians are dying everyday on our roads and about a
quarter of that number suffer injuries.
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The government decided to do something about this. Nigerians
are dying on the roads, their families cannot be compensated, their
families become impoverished, so what do we do? That's why we came in
from the post-mortem perspective to ensure that families of bereaved
Nigerians are adequately compensated. That's how the whole concept
came about. And then we said okay, let's use Motor Vehicle Insurance as
the handle for road safety. And we said what angle are we going to use?
Then, the issue of OSCAR came. We said we need a One Stop Claim Shop
for Motor Vehicle Insurance, to ensure that people have access to
compensation in case of an accident”.
Thus, OSCAR was established as a One-Stop Claims Shop for
Motor Vehicle Insurance where people can walk in and obtain services,
advice and documentation from all relevant government agencies with
desks in the shop. The initiative is specifically targeted at helping road
users get full insurance benefits and feel safer on Nigerian roads.
Motorists are encouraged to assert their right to make claims in case of
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an accident.
OSCAR is also expected to help reduce the level of uninsured
driving in Nigeria. The two broad objectives of OSCAR, according to the
Consultant, is to ensure that the perception of Nigerians concerning
Motor Vehicle Insurance is changed from being just a worthless piece of
paper, but to a document that has value not just to the advantage of the
driver but also to other road users. Thus, in the case of an accident, the
insurance company can be called to pay. In the case of death, the liability
of the insurance company is unlimited. It now becomes an issue of
negotiation. Secondly, the government also provides social benefits for
people killed or injured by hit-and-run drivers or drivers who don't have
insurance at all. The Act provides for payment of up to N50,000 for road
users injured or killed by uninsured drivers and up to N20,000 for those
injured or for the families of those killed by hit-and-run motorists.
Compensation should be paid to this class of accident victim from
the Motor Vehicle Accident Victim Insurance Compensation Scheme
(MAVICS) - a fund to which insurance companies pay a certain
percentage of profits on the premium collected. Though the fund has
been in place for more than a decade now, no single motorist has
benefited from it until now. As announced by the National Commissioner
of Insurance, Fola Daniels, contributions to the scheme is intact and
NAICOM is ready to apply the funds for the right purpose. “A lot of
Nigerians don't know that these things are there. Traffic law enforcement
officers get hit at road junctions and the drivers run away. Nothing
happens. But the government has provided in the insurance Act that
anyone hit by hit-and-run drivers and who dies as a result or sustains
permanent disability, is entitled to compensation from NAICOM”,
explains Umukoro.
OSCAR is working with all stakeholders in the road safety sector in
Nigeria. These include the Nigeria Police, the Legal Aid Council, National
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Ask: SERVICOM Complaints?
Ask: Who Can Complain?
The government is there to serve you. It is your constitutional right to
expect service from government. It is equally your constitutional right to
complain when service delivery fails. All citizens are customers of the
government. All citizens have a right to complain when government
services fail.
Ask: How Can You Complain?
You may register your compliant:
1. By physical presence at the particular service window.
2.

By contact with the Nodal Officer of the service window in question,
by telephone or by writing, or e-mail.

3.

By contacting the SERVICOM Office by writing or by e-mail:
complaints@servenigeria.com.

Ask: What Hapens To Your Complaint?
AT THE SERVICE WINDOW
! Nodal Officer at the Service Windows are trained to carry out the
duty of resolving complaints promptly. Which means that the
complaints are either resolved on the spot or you should receive a
definite time frame within which you should get a response to your
complaint.

Nodal Officer who is in charge of the Unit.
!

The SERVICOM guideline stipulates that a time frame for
response to complaints should not exceed 5 working days.

AT THE SERVICOM OFFICE
! If you fail to get satisfaction from the Service Frontline and
within the stipulated time, you may refer your complaints to
the Complaints Officer in the SERVICOM Office.
!

Please note that the SERVICOM Office is not a service
frontline and complaints directed to the Office are usually
referred to the service frontline where service failure
occurred.

!

After prompt acknowledgement of your compliant, the
SERVICOM Office pledges to respond to your complaints
within four (4) Weeks.

Ask: What Can You Expect When You Complain?
! Your compliant will be treated seriously and confidentially.
!

You will be listened to carefully

!

Your circumstances will be fully considered

!

Every Service Windows should have a SERVICOM Charter in which a
contact person of the MSU is dearly indicated.

!

You will not be treated as a trouble maker

!

Every SERVICOM Unit should have a Complaints Desk as well as the

!

You will not be discriminated against for any reason.
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!
!
!

Resources required/allocated
Progress reporting arrangements
Success criteria

As a prelude to the production of the final plan and
implementation, the draft copy needs to be circulated for people's
observation and comments.
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Plan implementation
Once the final version of SIP has been produced by an MDA, the first
step of implementation is for the Service Frontlines to develop their
own implementation plans. The next stage is to secure approval and
release of resources to initiate action towards service improvement.
Thereafter, the MDA will proceed to implement the plan with
monitoring, advice and guidance from the MSU.
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Insurance Commission (NAICOM), Federal Road Safety Commission
(FRSC), Vehicle Inspection Office (V.I.O.) and the Nigerian Insurers
Association. The body is also working with the FCT Hospital Management
Board where the pilot phase of the initiative has been on for some
months now.
Convinced of the need to train law enforcement agencies to
distinguish between fake and genuine insurance certificates, OSCAR has
run a series of workshops and seminars for them. The recapitalisation
process in the insurance industry which has led to a reduction in number
of operators in the industry from over 100 to 41 has also made the job
easier. The law enforcement agencies, who are principally members of
the FCT command of the Nigeria Police and the VIO, where the pilot
phase of the project has been in place since last year, can now
distinguish between genuine and fake insurance certificates.
Also, OSCAR has been educating the inhabitants of the FCT on
benefits derivable from buying valid Motor Vehicle Insurance policy and
the penalties for default. The campaign is being sustained through road
shows organised in various parts of the city. “We have mounted a lot of
campaigns on both television and radio, making Nigerians know the
benefits of insurance, and also warning them that the enforcement
phase would soon start. More importantly, it is in their best interest and
in the interests of other innocent Nigerian road users”, says Umukoro.
The Consultant narrates his experience during the campaign:
“One of the things we also ran into was that people were saying 'What is
insurance? It has no value!'. They have very low confidence in the
insurance industry”. Also, he said some of those encountered during the
campaign believed that the insurance certificates they were carrying
were genuine since they procured them along with other documents
from a particular traffic law enforcement agency in Abuja. He continues:
“We saw a lot of things. We discovered that about 91 percent of vehicles
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within the FCT were driven without valid insurance. Out of that number,
73 percent were fake certificates. You can't believe that even passenger
vehicles have no valid insurance certificates. The ones that have don't
even allow passengers know that they have some entitlements in case of
accidents. What that means is that Nigerian road users are at the mercy
of every motorist on the road”.
To help motorists, Oscar also circulated campaign leaflets with the
names and addresses of the 41 recognised insurance companies while
its pilot office in FCT is already attending to accident victims by helping
them to process their claims. The shop has desks for the Police,
NAICOM, Health Secretariat of the FCDA, and the Legal Aid Council. The
different desks, under the protocol of authority signed with the
SERVICOM Office have the mandate of assisting accident victims to get
documents that will facilitate speedy processing of their insurance
claims. The services are provided free of charge. “For you to get claims
from insurance companies you need to have a police report. In some
cases, they will waive it. But when death is involved, they will always insist
on the police report. You need to get a doctor's report. It can be either a
death certificate from the doctor - that the man died from a road
accident - or a disability certificate that the man is disabled as a result of
the accident. So, we have a Police Desk in OSCAR. And that Police Desk is
linked up with all the police stations in the FCT.
We have OSCAR liaison officers in all the police stations. They
ensure that police reports are delivered within five days. Now for health,
it's the same thing. We have a Health Desk that relates with all the
government hospitals in the FCT to ensure that the report is delivered
within 24 hours. The same thing with the disability certificate. You will get
it five days after they have done your assessment. OSCAR also has the
NAICOM Desk. NAICOM is the body that regulates the insurance industry.
So, in case of difficulty with any insurance company, they can always
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come in. And in case of uninsured driving and hit-and-run driving, it is
their responsibility to pay out from the MAVICS fund. They help process
the claim and also ensure that the victim receives adequate
compensation. Then, finally we have the Legal Aid Council. They are
there to assist people, especially the indigent ones who need legal

OSCAR: Insurance Pays

assistance, who need negotiation in terms of how much they can collect
by way of benefits from insurance companies or in case of mediation
between conflicting parties”, explains Umukoro.
The OSCAR team has also been working with VIO to ensure that no
vehicular particulars are issued to motorists without the inclusion of
valid insurance certificates. Key stakeholders in the transport industry
such as the National Union of Road Transport Workers and other unions
have bought into the scheme. The good news, according to Umokoro, is
that there is already a noticeable change in the attitude of inhabitants of
FCT to vehicle insurance as a result of OSCAR's three-month campaign.
The rate of subscription to Motor Vehicle Insurance, he noted, has
already increased by about 14 percent in the capital city. “The next stage
is enforcement. Before that happens, we are going to get the police to
announce very shortly that they will be enforcing the law because that is
their job,” he disclosed. Already, there is clamour for the scheme from
other parts of the country.
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!
!
!
!
!
!
!

Does the Charter contain performance standards for service
provision and delivery?
Is there a workable system for monitoring performance for all
services?
Are performance standards being met?
Are vision standards being addressed?
Are the constraints on performance identified?
Is there any Customer feedback on performance?
Are there policies/procedures in place that cover:
Consultation
- Customer care
- Complaints
- Equal opportunities
- Market research/Customer satisfaction
- Performance Management
- Budget and Anti-corruption controls?

!
!

Are Staff offered training in the above?
Are physical conditions conducive to good service provision and
delivery?
- Office equipment/machinery
- Facilities
- Buildings

!

Do all service frontlines have proper establishment of adequate,
qualified and well trained Staff?
Do all service frontlines have adequate resources to achieve their
mission?

!

Assessment of what needs to be done to achieve Charter standards/Vision
standards
This stage involves the analysis of what needs to be done to achieve
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Service Improvement Planning and Implementation

the performance promised in the Charter and those indicated in the
Vision.
If nothing significant is in place, initiate action in line with 'Quick
Fixes' strategy.
Assessment of resources needed to implement the activities and actions
needed to achieve performance to Charter and Vision standards
There may be need at this stage to get experts to do the analysis of the
activities as well as the cost implication of each activity or action.
Prioritisation
Considering the dearth of resources to carry out all the activities
simultaneously in an MDA, the need to prioritise becomes imperative. In
this regard, if it's not feasible to get the opinions of the Customers on
priority areas, the Nodal Officer should adopt the Customer viewpoint
by first taking those activities that are most important and will make the
greatest impact.
Assessment of timeframe needed to achieve improvements
It is important to make realistic assessments of how long particular
improvements will take to materialise and deadlines should be set and
progress reporting initiated.
Production of Draft Plan
Having assembled all the data as required in stages 1-5 above, it will be
relatively easy to produce a draft of the SIP to include the details for
each area of activity that will require improvement e.g.:
! Area of improvement, such as Grievance Redress Mechanism
! Required improvements
! Responsibility for improvements
! Timeframe and deadlines for improvements
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If not, set them and publicise. Base them on what can be achieved
without delay.
! Are there procedures for regular consultation with Customers,
Staff and Stakeholders/Partners?
If not, introduce them.
! Is there a well publicised complaints procedure?
If not, produce one and train Staff.
!

80

Is there a Customer Care Policy and Staff training?
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If not, introduce a simple survey mechanism.
! Are there business and action or development plans, which
include service improvements?

HT
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...because insurance de pay

If not, make these inclusions mandatory.
! Is there a functional system of performance management?

All vehicles are required to have at least' third party insurance to provide for
damages to life and property of other road users.

If not, introduce one as a matter of urgency.
! Are local Charters produced?

All commercial vehicles are required to have an insurance cover for passengers.

Stages in Sip
The following stages are essential in the production of medium to long
term Service improvement Plans:
1. Assessment of the current state of service provision and
delivery: The Nodal Officer at this stage will have put himself/herself in
the position of a Customer in order to find out those things that are
currently good or bad about the service. In doing that, the following
questions need to be asked and action is required if the answer is 'NO'.
! Has a Charter been formulated and published?
! Does it contain a Mission and a Vision Statement?

ESS

Ensure
ly
r
e
p
o
r
P
you’re insured...

If not, produce.
Is Customer satisfaction tested?

If not, encourage the production based on what can be promised and
realised within a short time.

H , PE A C E & P R O G
R

HT

Quick Fixes
Some of the practices and procedures that are fundamental to Service
Improvement which can be implemented within a very short time frame
are as itemised below:
! Have standards been set for the provision and delivery of the
service?

!

Y & FA I T

SERVICE COMPACT WITH ALL NIGERIANS

TO

Introduction
A Service Improvement Plan (SIP) contains the details of all activities to
be carried out, by indicating time and resources required in order to
achieve new levels of performance and progress in line with the
mission and vision of the Organisation.
Although it takes time to produce and implement, there are
some interim measures which are fundamental to service improvement
within a short time frame referred to as 'Quick Fixes'.

U NI T

SERVICOM
B

Service Improvement Planning and
Implementation

G

OSCAR says:
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If na you
hit me
dem
de pay

The penalty for not being properly insured:
Fine of N250,000
One year imprisonment

or both

Vehicle Insurance provides security for all road users.

If na me
hit you
dem
de pay

Every road user is a potential victim.
In case of bodily injury or death, the liability of the insurance company is unlimited.
In case of Hit & Run; up to N 20,000 compensation.
In case of uninsured driving; up to N50,000 compensation.
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4. PROFESSIONALISM

Police Communications Pilot
Improving Police Response to Citizen Reports

T

he SERVICOM Police Communication Pilot aims to improve the
capacity of the police to respond to crime through improved
communication between its various stations and patrol vehicles.
Additionally, the pilot seeks to rebuild the confidence of the people in the
police force through improving communication between the police and
the populace especially in the area of reporting crime. Improved
communication means that people would be sure that when they report
crime that the police would move in immediately to resolve such. Apart
from redesigning police stations in the Federal Capital Territory which is
the pilot site, to make them inviting to members of the community; the

pilot has provided communication gadgets for the police in the FCT.
STRATEGY
The Pilot commenced effectively in September 2007. Its purpose is to
evaluate, design and implement a programme of measures aimed at
developing the police service delivery to Nigerians through improved
communications.
The twin focus of the pilot is firstly, the improved capacity of the public to
report crimes to the police and the police capacity to effectively respond
to those calls and to resolve- as far as possible-; and secondly, through
this pilot to construct a 'police communications toolkit and lesson
learning package' which can be used to rollout the pilot to other States
and assist further programmes in the future.
IMPLEMENTATION
The methodology adopted by the Police Communication team was to
engage the police and members of the community with a view to finding
out the context of relationship existing between the two. Apart from this,
a study of the internal working of the police and the communication
needs assessment was carried out and the following areas were
identified as key focus of the pilot implementation.
! Enhancing the capacity of the communities in FCT to effectively and
efficiently report crime to the police;
! Enhancing the capacity of the police to effectively and efficiently
respond to those reports of crime;

5. STAFF ATTITUDE
E

1

2

3

4

E

TRANSPARENCY

STAFF ATTITUDE

Payment procedures

Customer care policy

Appointment procedures

Customer care training

Staff identifiable

Customer relations office/
desk

Organisation clearly
explained
Complaints are published

Polite, friendly and attentive
staff

1

2

3

4

Staff treat customers with
sensitivity

Poor performance is
explained

All customers receive equal
treatment

Budget and expenditure are
published

Service does not meet with
customers’ needs

TOTAL

TOTAL

EFFICIENCY

OVERALL TOTAL

Performance management

EVALUATOR’S COMMENTS

Business and improvement
plans
Staff training
Staff motivation
Cooperation with others
Set and achieve goals
Services is improving
Customer perception
TOTAL
OVERALL TOTAL
EVALUATOR’S COMMENT
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Police Communications Pilot

3. INFORMATION

2. TIMELINESS
E

1

2

3

4

E

STANDARDS &
PERFORMANCE

INFORMATION

Sets standards for waiting
times and appointments

Publicise services and
access

Monitor standards

Publicise standards through
service charter

Perform well

Publicise costs

TOTAL

Plain language

CUSTOMER
FRIENDLINESS

Special needs

Explains delays

Review and update

Provide prompt service

TOTAL

Provide predictable/reliable
service

CUSTOMER FEEDBACK

TOTAL

Consultation takes place

OVERALL TOTAL

Variety of methods are used

EVALUATOR’S COMMENT

Comment is encouraged
Staff and partners are
consulted
Results are recorded and
analysed
Results are published
Consultation leads to
improvement
Consultation covers
customer groups
User satisfaction is regularly
tested
TOTAL
OVERALL TOTAL

1

2

3

4

!

Enhancing the capacity of the police to effectively and efficiently
resolve, as far as possible, those reports of crime.

Within these three areas the following cross cutting issues were
identified:
! The accessibility of the police to their communities;
! The capacity and willingness of the police to respond to distress
calls or report of crime; and
! The need for the confidentiality of members of the community to be
protected.
REPORTING CRIME
It is estimated that 80 per cent of the populace do not go to the police to
report crime, with the result that most crimes in Nigeria go unreported
to formal Justice Institutions. Community Groups interviewed said that
they did not trust the police and that as a consequence felt vulnerable
visiting police stations. Indeed some felt, especially women that they
could be assaulted by police in the stations. Additionally, they complained
that the police do not protect their confidentiality. They quoted incidents
of people reporting armed robbers only to have their identities passed
to those robbers who then attacked or even killed them. They stated that
when they do visit a station to report a crime, everybody can hear the
details of their report as provision is not made for confidentiality. If they
want to call the station by phone, the stations do not have working phone
lines, and unless they know the cell number of the Divisional Police
Officer in charge, they can not get action.
SERVICOM therefore introduced a number of initiatives to address these
concerns:
On the issue of confidentiality:
! Confidentiality booths were erected in the reception area whereby

!
!

!
!

people reporting crime can speak to an officer with some level of
confidentiality; the reception area itself was tiled and stools
provided for police and public to sit. Secured storage was provided
for confidential documents.
the interview room was sectioned into four sections, and each
section was provided with a table and four chairs;
'one- way mirrors' were installed on the wall of the interview room
to enable informal identification of a suspect by a witness or injured
party without compromising the identity of the witness; and
codes were introduced for control rooms to enable dispatch of
police cars to a crime scene
Provision of digital cell phones so that information ( people's
names and addresses) was not passed over the air.

On the issue of the public contacting the police:
SERVICOM has been working with the Police and National
Communications Commission to adopt a three-digit emergency number
that can be activated by the public using land lines and cell phones to
seek emergency police response. Initially the calls would be received by
the Emergency Control Room in Abuja and forwarded to the
Commissioner of Police's Control Room. Later the calls would be passed
to the Divisions concerned. Additionally, SERVICOM provided Starcoms
desk phones and cell phones for use on a VITUAL POLICE NETWORK for
each division, police posts, and some community groups, with their
numbers publicised in the different communities to make it possible for
them to contact their local stations. The making of calls on this network is
free. The rental for the first year is being paid for by SERVICOM while
subsequent payments would be made by the police authorities.
A common complaint was that people simply didn't believe that the
police would respond if they reported a crime and that, even if they did,

EVALUATOR’S COMMENT
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1. SERVICE DELIVERY
E

SERVICOM's response has been to provide the police with the necessary
communications equipment including:
! Infrastructure equipment to provide greater communications
coverage such as New masts, link repeaters, cabling, antennas,
solar panels and dry cell batteries;
! Response equipment such as main base radios, vehicle and
handheld radios, Starcoms phones for secure transmissions,
alongside high frequency radios, batteries and generators.
In order to ensure sustainability, SERVICOM signed an MOU with the
Inspector-General of Police, the FCT Minister and the FCT Commissioner
of Police to provide at least one fully serviceable vehicle for each
division, fuel for both vehicles and generators, and spare parts/
batteries for the vehicles and communications equipment.
they would demand for money. This is being addressed in the capacity
building and training of police, and the establishment of protocols and
policies.
RESPONDING TO REPORTS OF CRIME
The police complained that they had a number of structural problems:
! lack of money from headquarters to maintain their vehicles or to
even buy fuel for functional ones;
! shoddy equipment;
! poor or non-existent communication tools;
! lack of confidentiality and security of their radio transmissions;
and
! Difficulty getting officers back to the station once they were
deployed out, which is why you might find up to 18 officers crowded
in the public area room.
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RESOLVING REPORTS OF CRIME
Police SERVICOM Pilot has more of a direct impact on enhancing the
capacity of the public to report crime and the police to respond to crime.
In order to impact the police capacity to resolve crime, we have entered
into a collaborative relationship with another DFID programme in
Nigeria- The Security, Justice and Growth Programme- which seeks
among other things, to develop Community Policing, Informal Policing
Systems and Conflict Management in Nigeria. Community policing is both
a philosophy and a methodology and concerns the capacity building of:
! Police Service Delivery;
! Police and Public Partnerships;
! Joint Police and Public Problem Solving;
! Police Accountability to the public whom they serve;
! Empowerment of the communities to take a greater part in crime
prevention.

1

2

3

4

E

STANDARDS &
PERFORMANCE

GRIEVANCE REDRESS

Sets standards for all main
areas of activity

Complaints procedure

Sets standards for customer
care

Complaints officer/desk

Monitors performance

Staff training

Performs well

Complaints recorded and
analysed
Action taken

Explains any poor
performance
Action to remedy poor
performance

Redress available

Reviews/updates standards

Appeals procedures

TOTAL

TOTAL

RECEPTION EXPERIENCE

OVERALL TOTAL

Access to servicess is well
publicised and signposted

EVALUATOR’S COMMENT

1

2

3

4

Access is easy
Access is at convenient
times
Access is enabled for those
with special needs
Where possible, choice is
offered
Access is affordable
Facilities meet customers
needs
TOTAL
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viii.

Obligations

SERVICOM Charter Evaluation

a. Are there clear statements of what is expected
of customers, staff, management and higher
authority in order for effective services to be
provided?
b. Are these obligations reasonable?
a. Is this clearly described?
b. Does it constitute an essential element in
providing the service?

Therefore, developing the necessary policing skills to be able to resolve
crime is central to Community Policing. This collaboration means that the
Community Policing Team and SERVICOM would work hand -in hand
towards improving Service Delivery in the FCT Police command. FCT is
also a pilot site for Community Policing. The Community Policing Team is
operating in six Divisions and in two of those Divisions, it is involved in
developing all policing procedures and approaches.
HOW WE WORK
Towards improving Police Service Delivery, the pilot has developed three
core strategies for FCT that will be used as model strategies in the pilot
rollout nationwide. These are a communications strategy, a fleet
management strategy and a service delivery strategy.

ix.

Stakeholders
Participation

x.

Special Needs Provision

a. Is the organization particularly involved with
serving those with special needs?
b. Is there a specific commitment to provide
services to meet these needs?

xi.

Existing Limitations

a. Is there a clear indication/explanation of how
existing limitations and constraints affect the
achievement of the Mission and Vision?
b. Is this credible?
a. Is this Charter fit to publish?
b. If not, what are the essential ingredients that
are missing?

xii.

Overall Evaluation

SERVICOM in Action

SIGNATURE SERVICOM OFFICER

DATE

SIGNATURE TEAM LEADER

DATE

CHARTER PUBLISHED

DATE

REVIEWED

DATE

POLICE COMMUNICATION STRATEGY
The Police Communication Strategy has the three parts:
1. Police Communications Equipment Plan which involves;
! Technical Communications and Procurement Plan
! Communications Workshops
! Divisional Equipment
! Policies and Protocols governing use, maintenance and
governance of equipment
2.
!
!

Police Divisional Buildings Plan which involves:
Technical Building and Procurement Plan
Policies and Protocols governing use, maintenance and
governance of building improvements, and

3.
!

Police Communications Plan which involves:
Managing police Communication internally and externally with
Communities
Public sensitization of SERVICOM / Police improved service

!
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Police Communications Pilot

!

delivery pilot, and CSO involvement.
Policies and Protocols to manage communication

THE POLICE FLEET MANAGEMENT STRATEGY
This strategy has the following parts:
! Police Fleet Management Report
! Police Fleet Management Plan
POLICE SERVICE DELIVERY STRATEGY
This strategy involves
1. Police Service Delivery Plan
2. Capacity Building
Under capacity building the pilot has organised training among which
are:
1. A sensitization workshop undertaken in February 2008, which was
designed to increase the awareness of the police improvement
communications pilot and SERVICOM and the core message of
'having the right to be served right'. The core audience was the 25
Police Divisional Police Commanders (DPO's) in FCT.
2. Training for DPO's and Area Commanders on improving service
delivery and strategy workshop on developing measures to
enhance reporting crime and improving police response.
The following activities were explored:
! leading a customer-focused police force;
! managing customer interactions;
! customer care and telephone etiquette;
! building customer-focused teams;
! promoting publicity and an awareness of local policing;
! reporting crime to the police;
! responding to reports of crime; and
! resolving reports of crime.
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SERVICOM Charter Evaluation
It was hoped that participating DPOs would be better equipped to
identify police customers and their needs; how to create a positive
customer experience, including the handling of angry or difficult
customers; the use of proper verbal communication skills, including the
effective use of questioning and learning skills and special telephone
tasks; learn the difference between a team and a group of individuals,

42
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including the potential causes of conflict and miscommunication
between different personality types; identifying ways of spreading
awareness about policing activities to the communities they serve.
The lessons learnt and toolkit is to be developed to assist in the roll
out to other police commands in the country subsequently.

Serial
No

Comments

Evaluation

i.

Clarity

ii.

Realism

a. Is the Charter easy to read and understand?
b. Is it written in plain language?
c. Is it concise and logical?
a. From your knowledge of the organization
and discussions with the Nodal Officer, is the
Charter realistic?

iii.

Introduction/
Background

a. Is the service described?
b. Is the purpose of the Charter described?
c. Are the customers identified? [This may be a
separate entry]

iv.

Mission Statement

a. Is it clear that this is a mandate from the
appropriate authority?
b. Is the expected service provision indicated?

v.

Vision Statement

a. Does this contain a statement of long term
goals for service provision and delivery?
b. Is any timeframe attached?

vi.

Service Provision and
Delivery

a. How clear is the statement of customer
expectations?
b. Do the standards of service provision and
delivery include:
- Services to be provided
- prompt and courteous treatment
- information and consultation
- provision for those with special needs?
c. Are there clear descriptions of performance
monitoring and publishing arrangements?

vii.

Complaints/Grievance
Mechanisms

a. Is there a clear explanation of these
mechanisms?
b. Does this explanation include who to complain
to, time limits for response and available
redress?

Yes

No

Comments
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SERVICOM Charter Checklist

Passport Office

MINISTRY/DEPERTMENT/AGENCY

Reception Experience with a difference

LOCATION
CHECKLIST OF CONTENTS OF CHARTER : PLEASE TICK AS APPROPRIATE.
Serial Number

Contents

Availability
Yes

i.

Introduction/background

ii.

Mission Statement

iii.

Vision Statement

iv.

Details of Customers (May be included in Introduction)
Details of Service Provision and Delivery
- Statement of Service to be provided as a right
- Statement of the standards of service delivery to be expected
- Statement of performance monitoring and publishing arrangements

v.

vi.

Details of complaints/grievance mechanism

vii.

Obligations/Expectations
- Customers
- Staff
- Management
- Federal/State authorities

viii.*

Indication of Stakeholders participation

ix.*

Special Needs Provision

x.*
Date Issued

Statement of Existing Limitations

Date for review

No

T

he Passport Office Pilot Project has put in place a model of service
delivery that delivers substantial improvements by making a few
simple changes to re-organise services from a customer-focused point
of view. The demonstration effect has been so powerful, that the
Nigerian Immigration Service is now using its own resources to replicate
the training and roll out the changes in all its offices across the country.
In April 2006, SERVICOM conducted a Service Delivery Index
Evaluation of the Abuja Passport Office, which identified a number of
areas for improving service delivery. Several problems were identified
focusing on service delivery and customer care ! Customers were being harassed by touts outside and inside the
office
! Customers were being sent away because passports were not
ready for collection at the agreed time, without any explanation for
delays
! The complex application process required customers to find their
way around a labyrinth of rooms without any information,
explanation, signs or help
! The whole environment was cramped, dark, unpleasant and poorly
laid out.
At the time, the Abuja Passport Office already had funding to
move to new premises, but little change was envisaged to address the
other more substantial issues affecting service delivery. In particular,
there were no resources to allow the application process to be re-

designed so that the new premises could be laid out in a more logical,
customer-focused way.
Compared to the cost of the new premises, only a little further
investment was needed to make a substantial improvement in actual
service delivery. DFID funding helped to pay for:
! Technical support in business process re-engineering and shop
floor re-design;
! furniture and directional signs to create a more customer-friendly
layout;
! customer care training for front-line staff;
! Information leaflets to explain the application process for
customers.
The training was so successful; the Nigeria Immigration Service
has itself taken the initiative to replicate the training for all Passport
Offices across the country. The office layout model developed by the pilot
for the Abuja office has been so effective; it has been adopted as
standard by the Nigeria Immigration Service. Work has already begun to
renovate and refurbish the busy Passport Offices in Lagos and Kano,
along the same lines.
This pilot project has been a model example of what can be
achieved by providing a little technical support and demonstrating the
effect of the programme's service delivery principles. Many government
agencies in Nigeria have the resources to improve services on their own;
they just need to be shown how.

Checked by
Denotes optional items, which may not be applicable to all organisations
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KEY FACTS
! The Nigeria Passport Office issues about 550,000 passports
every year, and this number is growing.
! Passport Offices are functioning in almost every state, with 39 in
total across the country.
! The Passport Office in Abuja provides an important service directly
to the Nigerian public, issuing 16,000 passports every year.
! The total cost of improvements at the Abuja Passport Office was
£180,000, but this has led to services being improved in all 39
offices across the country.

1

DFID POLICY
This project support key aspects of DFID's policy, 'Making governance
work for the poor'. The project helps to build effective states and better
governance, in particular by helping to win the fight against corruption
and helping people get access to public services.

2
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!

The SERVICOM Index

The officer is clearly identifiable.

Criterion D: Polite, friendly and attentive staff
! Staff are observed to be polite, friendly and attentive to
customers
! Customers confirm.
Criterion E: Staff treat customers with sensitivity
! Staff recognise the need to preserve the privacy and dignity of
customers
! Staff are observed to treat customers with sensitivity
! Suitable facilities for privacy are available.

Criterion F: All customers receive equal treatment
! All customers receive the same level of service
! Consideration is given to the requirements of those with special
needs.
Criterion G: Services are adapted to meet customer needs
! Consideration is given to the actual needs of customers rather
than staff convenience and routine
! Services are adapted to meet these needs
! Special needs are catered for.

Pix
1

The new, orderly process introduced at the Abuja
Passport Office

2

A long, confusing and uncomfortable wait at the old Abuja
Passport Office

3 The struggle to collect passports at the old Lagos
Passport Office

3
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Criterion C: Staff Training
Staff receive adequate training to fit them for their role Training
includes customer care and complaints handling
! Refresher/update training is given
! A training record is maintained.
Criterion D: Staff Motivation
! Staff feel supported by Management
! Staff are encouraged to comment and make suggestions for
service improvement
! There are incentives and rewards for good performance Poor
performance is penalised
! A staff appraisal / career development system exists.
Criterion E: Cooperation with others
! The organisation recognises which other services and agencies
it is dependent upon to deliver a full range of services to its
customers
! The organisation recognises its effect on the delivery of
services by others
! The organisation actively seeks partnerships to enhance the
service given to customers. There are arrangements for the
exchange of information and for consultation with partners.
Criterion F: Set and achieve targets
! There are overall targets set for the achievement of the
business of the organisation These targets are largely met and
variances are explained.
Criterion G: Service is improving
! The organisation is able to demonstrate that its services have
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!

improved over time
Continuous improvement is the aim.

Criterion H: Customer perception
! Customers perceive that the organisation is efficient
! Customers confirm an improved service.
DRIVER 5
STAFF ATTITUDE
WEIGHTING: 12%
This indicates that customers place an importance on how
they are received and treated by staff
Basic considerations
! Polite and friendly staff
! How sympathetic staff were to customer needs.
CRITICAL ELEMENT 1
STAFF ATTITUDE
Criterion A: Customer care policy
! The organisation has produced a customer care policy
! The policy is published and displayed
! The policy takes into account the needs of all customers.
Criterion B: Customer care training
! All staff have received customer care training
! There is written guidance for staff on aspects of customer care.
Criterion C: Customer relations officer/desk
! There is a nominated customer relations officer
! The officer has sufficient authority to perform his/her function
on behalf of the customer

SERVICOM in Action

SERVICOM at State Government Level
The Cross River State Experience

T

he Cross River State Ministry of Agriculture has introduced new
services and programmes to help create employment and ensure
food security in the State. To be successful the programmes and other
Agric Services need to be promoted to members of the public in order to
raise awareness and create equitable access.
Findings from customer consultations carried out by the Ministry
of Agriculture MSU in collaboration with the Cross River State SERVICOM
Office and the Technical Team also indicated a strong need to enhance
information provision to existing customers and to the general public
about Agricultural Services in Cross River State.
To redress this gap and ensure increased demand, and to create

access to its services the Ministry through its SERVICOM programme is
establishing one-stop access points, using a multi-channel approach to
be designed around service clusters. In providing information and
ensuring access, the peculiarities and needs of their various customer
groups will be considered. These one-stop access points will be created
in each of the senatorial zones of the state. The Ministry already has one
in place in the southern senatorial zone located at the Ministry
Headquarters in Calabar.
Background and Context
The Ministry of Agriculture is one of the participating model ministries in
the pilot implementation of SERVICOM being supported with funds from
the UK Department for International Development [DFID]. In 2006,
when the Cross River State Government signed on to the SERVICOM
Initiative, this Ministry was selected by the State Government to model
the establishment of SERVICOM processes. Accordingly, the State
Technical Team has worked with SERVICOM officials and Directors of this
Ministry to build capacities for and support the development and
establishment of customer care processes, including an effective
grievance redress mechanism and the development and publication of
customer service charters.
With this support, Directors and SERVICOM Officials of the
Ministry of Agriculture developed a charter setting out service
standards and definition of services around the need of customers. This
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charter formed the basis for reviewing work processes within the
ministry and for the development of information materials to be used to
promote services delivered by the ministry and its agencies to the
public.
The State recognizes agriculture as the provider of livelihoods to
the majority of citizens of the State, and aims to develop the sector to
provide value added services to citizens, investors and visitors.
Accordingly, services provided by the Ministry of Agriculture are pivotal
to the economic development strategy of the Cross River State
Government.
Having developed a number of programmes to stimulate
economic development, wealth creation and development of
sustainable livelihoods, the Ministry needs to ensure that citizens of the
state are knowledgeable about these programmes, including how to
access and benefit from them.
Problem Statement
Following a key customer consultation exercise, the Ministry found that
while it has been engaged in the design and delivery of services and
programmes to enable the creation of employment and wealth for
citizens of Cross River state, citizens are largely unaware of these
opportunities. Existing farmers in the State reported frustration with
access to farming inputs and markets, and even the expansion of their
operations. Meanwhile the Ministry has various programmes and
strategies designed to support farmers to grow and access markets.
The Ministry had to determine what to do to redress the gap in its
approach to information provision to enable customers to access
services.
Project Design/Approach
The primary objective of the Service Delivery Initiative, which is
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designed for progressive implementation by the Ministry of Agriculture,
is to increase demand for Agricultural programmes that have been
designed to create employment and improve food security in the State
and to improve public access to Agricultural Services.
As part of this, the SDI seeks to
! Establish one stop access points to provide information around a
cluster of services and to give advice on how to access these
services
! Build the capacity of identified staff to ensure the smooth delivery
of services through the access points.
! Publicise, through various media, services delivered by the
Ministry of Agriculture and promote the access points to these
services
How has the Ministry of Agriculture done this?
! Determination of Baseline Situation: SERVICOM Officials in the
Ministry undertook a SERVICOM compliance evaluation of its
information service. Findings indicate that the Ministry has to do a
lot in order to ensure that customers and staff are knowledgeable
about services, and how these services are to be delivered to
customers. It confirmed the need for the establishment of the onestop access points [Information Service Centres]. The Ministry will
have to undertake further compliance evaluations to support
monitoring and evaluation of the SDI.
! Information Service Centre: SERVICOM officials of the Ministry
requested and obtained permission from the management of the
Ministry to designate a suite of offices in which to locate the
information access point. With support from the State Technical
Team and the state SERVICOM office, some furniture was provided.
! Training to support service delivery: A number of key staff were
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!

Surveys cover all customer groups.

DRIVER 4
PROFESSIONALISM
WEIGHTING: 16%
This emphasises the importance customers place on well
trained staff and the equality of service delivery.
CRITICAL ELEMENT 1
TRANSPARENCY
Criterion A: Payment Procedures
! Costs and payment procedures are clearly detailed at all
service outlets
! Staff adhere to procedures and there are no hidden costs to
the customer.
Criterion B: Appointment Procedures
! Appointment procedures are clearly detailed at all service
outlets
! Staff adhere to these procedures and do not give unfair
preference to certain customers.
Criterion C: Staff identifiable
! All front-line staff wear name/appointment badges
! Staff use their names in telephone and written/electronic
communications
! Offices and desks clearly indicate function and names of
officials.
Criterion D: Organisation clearly explained
! An organisation chart is displayed at all service outlets

The SERVICOM Index

!

Display names: person in charge, customer service and
complaints officer.

Criterion E: Complaints are published
! A summary of complaints received over a certain period is
published
! Details of action taken as a result of complaints are published.
Criterion F: Poor performance is explained
! The organisation explains the reasons for any poor
performance
! Details of action taken to remedy poor performance are
published.
Criterion G: Budget and expenditure are published
! Summary of budget and expenditure provided for the benefit of
customers
! The results of audit are placed in the public domain.
CRITICAL ELEMENT 2:
EFFICIENCY
Criterion A: Performance Management
! Performance targets are set for individuals and department
! Performance is monitored
! Action is taken to rectify poor performance.
Criterion B: Business and Improvement plans
! Business and improvement plans exist
! Plans are implemented
! Plans are revised and updated.
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!

There should be no hidden costs to any customer.

Criterion D: Plain Language
! All information should be given in plain language, with a
minimum of technical and legal jargon
! Customers should be asked to comment on this aspect.

The SERVICOM Index

!

A nominated officer is responsible for collecting and collating
comment.

Criterion E: Results of consultation are recorded and analysed
! An officer is nominated to collect and collate the feedback from
customers, staff and partners
! The results are analysed and reported regularly to
Management.

Criterion F: Review and Update
! Information is reviewed and updated on a regular basis.

Criterion F: Results are published:
! There is systematic publishing of the results of comment

CRITICAL ELEMENT 2
CUSTOMER FEEDBACK
Criterion A: Consultation takes place with Customers
! There is a plan for systematic consultation with customers
! Consultation takes place on a regular basis.

Criterion G: Consultation leads to improvement
! There is evidence that the organisation has responded to the
results of consultation and adapted services accordingly
! Customers confirm that their comments are acted upon.

Criterion B: Variety of methods are used
! Consideration has been given to the most suitable ways of
obtaining feedback from customers
! A variety of appropriate measures are used.

Criterion H: Consultation covers all customer groups Including those
with special needs
! The organisation has recognised its various customer groups
! Consultation is tailored to meet the needs of the various
groups.

Criterion C: Comment is encouraged
! The organisation actively encourages comment on its services
! Facilities for comment are provided

Criterion I: Customer satisfaction is regularly tested
! The organisation has planned and implemented customer
satisfaction surveys
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Officials in the Ministry have the responsibility to conduct periodic
evaluations and it is anticipated that customer consultations will now
indicate that citizens of Cross River State living in Calabar, or within the
reach of a radio broadcast, will be better informed about programmes
and services provided by the Ministry of Agriculture, and will be
supported to access these services through the one-stop service
window.
However, immediately apparent is a better, more efficiently
organized Help Desk service in the lobby of the Ministry offices manned
by staff sufficiently knowledgeable about all services provided by the
Ministry and able to support customers to access these services.

Criterion D: Staff and Partners are consulted
! There is a system for capturing the views of staff and
partners/co-providers
! There is evidence that the system is implemented.

Criterion E: Special Needs
! The organisation has considered the information requirements
of those with physical or mental disabilities and those who do
not speak or read English
! The organisation has adapted its information provision
accordingly.
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identified to undertake the task of providing information through
the Ministry's Help Desk and the Information Service Centre.
These officials have been provided with capacity building inputs on
customer care, implementing operational guidelines and
implementing a customer complaint handling system.
Development of Publicity Materials [leaflets, promotional jingles]:
Directors of the Ministry have produced key information about
services they are responsible for providing. This information has
been used to develop promotional leaflets and a radio jingle in a
language that most citizens can understand. These leaflets are
accessible at the Ministry Help Desk, the Information Service
Centre and at other strategic locations in the State. They can also
be viewed online at www.servicomcrossriver.org.

Challenges
Service Planning introduced by the SERVICOM Programme is a new
approach to work for Directors in the Ministry, and it will take some time
for this mechanism to be institutionalized within the Ministry. Further
progress will be dependent upon sustaining the current level of
commitment and attention to detail required by the service planning
approach.
There is opportunity for further engagement in applying the
principles and tenets of SERVICOM which can be coordinated by
SERVICOM Officials in the Ministry with support from the State SERVICOM
Office. There is also opportunity provided by recent State requirements
that all MDAs apply the Medium Term Expenditure Framework [MTEF]
approach to budgeting. Budgeting using the MTEF approach will require
the basis of a service plan, ensuring that customer needs are always
placed first.

Impact
The first one-stop access point has been running for a short time only. It
is yet early to determine its impact on customers. However, SERVICOM

Lessons Learned
It is interesting to note how often organizations work assiduously to
design and deliver services but very often fail to institute mechanisms to

!
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help them know if their customers' needs are met. SERVICOM
approaches help public organizations place the focus on the customer,
and encourages them to use customer consultation processes,
compliance evaluations and complaints mechanisms to determine what
customers are saying about the services they provide.
Organizations often find that customers do not need what the
organization assumes customers need. Proactive organizations can
easily act to fill need gaps, as the Ministry of Agriculture has done. In
many cases, what needs to be done is simple, and with an understanding
of processes, and process management implementation can be
accomplished cost effectively.

SERVICOM at State Government Level

In the provision of services, there is also need to still apply
consultation processes to determine how best to design the service to
be provided.
Consultation processes can prove to be hard work, and it may
seem onerous to consult and re-consult with customers, especially when
certain customer groups are challenging to work with, or to access.
However, even the consultation process is a learning experience that
supports understanding how to reach 'hard-to-reach' groups - and
customer consultation is, after all, at the heart of SERVICOM.
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!
!
!

A system exists to monitor waiting times
Monitoring actually takes place
The results are recorded.

Basic Considerations
! Accuracy of Information
! Comprehensiveness
Being kept informed about progress.

CRITICAL ELEMENT 2
CUSTOMER FRIENDLINESS
Criterion A: Explain Delays
! Staff explain any delays beyond standard waiting times
! There is a reasonable explanation for delays, which are not a
regular occurrence.

CRITICAL ELEMENT 1
INFORMATION
Criterion A: Publicise services and access
! The organisation publishes information on the full range of
services provided
! The organisation gives full details of where and when services
are provided
! Ensures information is available to all customers and potential
customers by using a variety of information means.

Criterion C: Provide a predictable and reliable service
! Services are provided throughout the advertised times
! The full range of services is provided
! Customers are told of any foreseen interruptions to service
and unforeseen interruptions are explained.
DRIVER 3
INFORMATION
WEIGHTING: 18%
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This indicates the importance of keeping customers informed
and ensuring that they are consulted. Information needs to be a twoway process if the service is to satisfy its customers.

Criterion C: Perform Well
! The organisation meets its waiting time standards
! There is independent confirmation of this
! The organisation compares well with other similar services.

Criterion B: Provide prompt service
! Staff are attentive and are seen and perceived to provide a
prompt service
! Management has worked out the busiest times of day and
provided extra staff at these times
! Off-duty staff remain out of sight of customers.
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Criterion B: Publicise Standards
! Standards for all major activities and for customer care are
published in a Charter
! Information on standards is widely available to customers and
potential customers
Performance against standards is available on a regular basis
at all service outlets.
Criterion C: Publicise Costs
! The cost to the customer of all services should be clearly
displayed at all service outlets
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!

Some provision has been made to meet customer need.

Criterion F: Access is affordable
! Costs/charges are set which are within the reach of all
customers and potential customers
! Consideration has been given to the needs of the very poor.
Criterion G: Facilities meet customer needs
! Adequate waiting areas
! Convenience and refreshment availability
! Cleanliness and state of repair
! Joined up services/One Stop shops. Is everything connected
with the provision of the service located in one place.
CRITICAL ELEMENT 3
COMPLAINTS & GRIEVANCE REDRESS
Criterion A: Complaints Procedure
! There is a written procedure
! Easily accessible, easy to use
! Procedure guarantees investigation and resolution
! Procedure has time limits for response
! Procedure identifies to whom complaints should be sent.
Criterion B: Complaints Officer/Desk
! Nominated complaints officer/ complaints desk
! Officer has sufficient authority to investigate and deal with
complaints.
Criterion C: Staff Training
! Front-line staff have been trained to receive and handle
complaints
! Guidance is issued
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!

Staff are empowered to deal with complaints at point of contact.

Criterion D: Complaints recorded and analysed
! A record is kept of all complaints
! The record includes details of timeliness and resolution
! Management carries out regular analysis of complaints
received.
Criterion E: Action taken
! Action is taken to remedy the cause of justified complaints
! Action is effective.
DRIVER 2
TIMELINESS
WEIGHTING: 24%
This Driver is second only to Delivery in importance to
customers. It indicates the dislike of customers of waiting for service
Basic considerations
! The Initial Wait
! The Overall Wait
! The number of times the customer had to contact the
organisation to achieve service.
CRITICAL ELEMENT 1
STANDARDS & PRACTICE/PERFORMANCE
Criterion A: Set Standards for waiting times
! Standards are set for waiting times for initial service, which are
challenging to achieve
! Standards are set for waiting times for any subsequent visit to
receive service or for service to be delivered.
Criterion B: Monitor Standards

SERVICOM in Action

The Cross River State Experience (II)
Outpatient services improved at the General Hospital, Calabar

T

he General Hospital, Calabar is at the current time, implementing a
process to provide greater satisfaction to customers [patients]
accessing services in its outpatient department [OPD]. Resulting from
SERVICOM Compliance Evaluations, the General Hospital determined
that patients were dissatisfied with long waiting times to be seen by a
doctor, among other problems. The General Hospital decided that it
could do something about this problem, supported by learning from the
SERVICOM Programme, in particular the Cross River State Pilot
Implementation Programme and the SERVICOM GOPD Pilot
implemented in two other outpatient clinics in the Abuja area.
During the past month the General Hospital has implemented an
appointment system to support the existing process of triage and
sorting. After medical records have been accessed on arrival at the
hospital, patients are triaged [i.e. vital signs are taken] and sorted.
Sorting ensures that only patients who actually need to be seen in OPD
are scheduled to be seen in OPD. Patients are then provided with an
appointment time to be seen by a doctor. Most patients are seen within
twenty minutes of this time. The hospital has also developed and
published a charter setting out its standards of services so that its
customers know what level and quality of service delivery to expect. The
charter also sets out the mechanism by which patients can complain if
dissatisfied. The hospital now reports fewer complaints with service
failures.
This process improvement has resulted in increased satisfaction

for patients with waiting times to see a doctor. The simplicity of
implementation of this process improvement has also motivated the
management of the hospital to aim at applying similar processes
through other services provided in the hospital.
Background
The Ministry of Health in the state is a very large organization,
with responsibility for overseeing the management of more than 600
health care facilities across the state. Through these facilities, it
provides health care to citizens of Cross River State. It also provides
training for the development of manpower to service the health care
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and establishment of specific processes to obtain and understand
patients' needs and the development of capacity to meet those needs.

sector through its College of Health Technology and its Schools of
Nursing/Midwifery. Existing health care facilities include General
Hospitals in all three senatorial districts of the state through which the
state provides primary and secondary health care services, including
referrals to tertiary care facilities.
A widespread needs assessment in 2004 revealed failures in
delivery of patient centred care, severe manpower shortages and
poorly skilled manpower where they existed, dilapidated and nonexistent facilities, apathy among health care practitioners and ongoing
attrition of personnel (loss to other sectors or other nations).
The Ministry designed and began to implement a reform
programme it called 'Clinical Governance' through which it aimed to
improve provision of patient centred care and progressive professional
development. In 2006, when the Cross River State Government signed
on to the SERVICOM Initiative, these two programmes were integrated in
the Ministry of Health. The inclusion of SERVICOM in the Clinical
Governance agenda provided more opportunities for the development
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Context
Following activities to establish processes for improved service delivery
in Cross River State which began in January 2007, the Ministry of Health
was selected as a pilot to demonstrate how service improvement can
work. Throughout 2007 and the first quarter of 2008, the DFID funded
State programme Technical Team worked with officials of the Ministry to
build capacities for change, provide technical skills for the development
and establishment of customer care processes, including an effective
grievance redress mechanism and the development and publication of
customer service charters.
Recognizing the large size of the Ministry of Health, the State
programme technical team recommended a focus on one service
window within the Ministry in which to progress actual delivery of
customer care processes and publication/implementation of service
charters. In consultation with SERVICOM Officials of the Ministry, the
General Hospital, Calabar was selected. Accordingly, much of the
practice in the design and implementation of SERVICOM approaches to
service delivery was piloted in the General Hospital, Calabar. SERVICOM
officials of the State Ministry of Health undertook a SERVICOM
Compliance Evaluation and various customer consultation exercises
[patient satisfaction surveys].
The results of these exercises indicated various areas of
dissatisfaction with service failures in the General Hospital. Ranking
foremost was patients' dissatisfaction with unduly long waiting times to
see a doctor in the outpatient department. Seventy percent of patients
waited longer than three hours, some waiting for as long as six hours. In
addition, patients were anxious about queue jumping; did not have
information about the flow of service in the hospital, often mistaking the
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Criterion D: Performs well
! The organisation achieves the majority of its standards and/or
targets most of the time
! There is independent confirmation of this
! The organisation compares well with other similar
organisations
The Evaluator needs to be satisfied that the performance data is
accurate and across the board. There may be an independent audit
of performance; the most reliable indicator will be customer
satisfaction. If the organisation has benchmarked with others it will
be a bonus.
Criterion E: Explains poor performance
! The organisation recognises poor performance
! The organisation gives an honest explanation of the reasons
for poor performance
The Evaluator needs to differentiate between reasons and excuses.
Criterion F: Acts to remedy poor performance
! The organisation analyses the reasons for poor performance
and takes remedial action
! The organisation monitors the remedial action for its
effectiveness
The Evaluator needs to be convinced that this process takes place
and is effective.
Criterion G: Review and raise standards
! All standards are reviewed regularly
! If appropriate, standards are raised
Annual review is sufficiently regular. As service improves some
standards will become less than challenging and should be raised.

The SERVICOM Index

CRITICAL ELEMENT 2
RECEPTION EXPERIENCE
Criterion A: Access to the service is well publicised and signposted.
! Services are accessible to everyone
! Clear directions and signage are provided.
How does the service publicise itself? And Did the Evaluator have any
problems with accessing the service?
Criterion B: Access is easy
! Customers can reach the service without difficulty
! There are no physical or bureaucratic obstacles to access.
Criterion C: Access is at convenient times.
! Consideration has been given to customer needs
! Service has adapted to customer needs.
The Evaluator needs to investigate whether the service is serving the
needs of all of its customers in this respect. If it is only open during
normal working hours, can those at work use it without financial or
other loss?
Criterion D: Access is enabled for those with special needs
! Consideration has been given to meeting the access needs of
those with physical and mental impairment.
! Consideration has been given to the needs of ethnic minority
communities
! Service is adapted to meet these needs.
Criterion E: Where possible, choice is offered
! Consideration has been given to the needs of customers who
find it difficult to access the service e.g. remote communities
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how well its scores satisfy the Critical Elements of the Drivers.

provided that the eventual result is satisfactory.

EVIDENCE
No Element can be scored above 0 without supporting evidence.
Supporting evidence may be obtained from:
D. Documents. e.g. Survey reports, Records of meetings,
Business plans
C. Discussions with Customers
S. Discussions with Staff
P Discussions with Partners
O. Observation. What the evaluator sees
R. Research. e.g. Websites

CRITICAL ELEMENT 1:
STANDARDS & PRACTICES/PERFORMANCE
Criterion A: Sets Standards for main areas of activity.
! Standards are set for all main services provided by the
organisation (Service Provision)
! Standards take account of national or statutory standards
! Standards reflect local priorities
! Standards are challenging, precise, measurable and realistic

DRIVER

WEIGHT OF
IMPORTANCE

Service Delivery

30%

Timeliness

24%

Information

18%

Professionalism

16%

Staff Attitude

12%

TOTAL

100%

DRIVER 1
SERVICE DELIVERY
WEIGHTING: 30%
This confirms that this Driver is the most important to customers.
Ultimately they are prepared to put up with failures in other areas
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The Evaluator will need to establish what the main services are.
Details should be found in the Charter of the organisation. At
subordinate levels, local Charters must take account of the
standards set by superior organisations in their hierarchical chain.
But they should also take account of local circumstances and
priorities.
Criterion B: Sets standards for customer care
! Promptness, speed of response
! Reliability and punctuality
! Staff treatment of customers
Criterion C: Monitor Performance
! Systems are in place to monitor performance against all
standards
! Monitoring actually takes place
! The results of monitoring are recorded
The Evaluator needs to be satisfied that there is a robust monitoring
system that produces accurate results.
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outpatient clinic for the casualty clinic or not knowing where and how to
access other services in the hospital; and losing their medical records.
Consultation with the SERVICOM Officials of the Ministry of Health
resulted in a determination that the focus of service improvement
should be the Outpatients Department.
Problem Statement
The key problem identified in the outpatient department of the hospital
was long waiting times for patients. Other problems included poor
management of patient records, long waiting times for laboratory
services, inadequate patient amenities, uncomfortable and congested
patient waiting area, queue jumping and poor customer [patient]
complaints procedures. Resulting from persisting apathy and very low
awareness about customers [patients] needs, most staff of the hospital
assumed that these problems could only be resolved with the provision
of more resources [staff, money, space, and/or equipment].
Project Design/Approach
Capacity building initiatives through SERVICOM Programme
implementation, in particular training in service planning enabled the
management of the General Hospital to understand that it was possible
and feasible to implement low cost improvements to resolve customer
complaints and meet needs. The General Hospital aimed that it could
increase patient satisfaction by improving patient waiting times.
In addition, arising from reports that a similar objective had been
achieved in the SERVICOM General Outpatients Department pilot being
implemented in the Federal Medical Centre, Keffi, the State programme
technical team recommended, and supported 4 SERVICOM officials from
the State Ministry of Health to visit Keffi. This visit encouraged
SERVICOM officials as it helped them to actually see that improvement
was possible through the implementation of low cost process re-
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engineering. After the visit to Keffi, the SERVICOM Officials agreed a
modus operandi for the actual design and implementation of a process
for the reduction of patient waiting times in the General Hospital OPD,
Calabar.
Stage 1: Consultations
SERVICOM Officials convened a series of consultative meetings with
stakeholders relevant to the delivery of OPD services, including
customer groups. The major outcome of these consultations was an
agreement that:
! The approach to improvement of patient satisfaction and
reduction of patient waiting time which was implemented in GOPD
Keffi was a realistic and desirable goal for OPD in the General
Hospital, Calabar.
! It was possible to apply a similar approach [operation of an
appointment system] as was applied in GOPD Keffi with
appropriate modifications that take into consideration differences
in the two health care environments, and the specific improvement
needs of the General Hospital, Calabar.
! Modifications to be implemented in OPD should be realistic, easy to
achieve, cost effective and result in measurable and visible
differences in patient waiting times and patient satisfaction.
Stage 2: Setting an Action Plan in Motion
The hospital set up a task team to guide the implementation process and
provided it with clear terms of reference. Members of the task team are
staff of the hospital. The task team was responsible for
! Determination of how to develop an implementable appointment
system.
! Determination of basic inputs required for the implementation of
an effective appointment system, including training.
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Undertaking a baseline study to determine current status with
patient waiting times and consulting around the results in order to
agree a realistic target for reduction of patient waiting times.
Development of key documents, with relevant input from
consultations, for providing operational guidelines: appropriate
triage protocol, OPD service charter, complaints handling.
Agreeing and communicating a timeline for actual implementation,
including the provision of training.

Stage 3: Training
The task team identified several key training inputs required to provide
capacity that would enable effective process implementation. They
collaborated with relevant training providers: the Cross River State
Technical Team, the SERVICOM Institute and the Programme Manager
for the SERVICOM GOPD Pilot to ensure that the following training inputs
were provided to relevant OPD personnel:
! Operating an Appointment System
! Customer Care, including Complaints Handling

SERVICOM INDEX IS:
! A yardstick for measuring the quality of service as delivered by
Government through its various Ministries, departments,
parastatals and agencies.
! The result of rigorous assessment for SERVICOM Compliance
Evaluation of Service Frontlines within Ministries and
Parastatals.

!
!

Some training was identified for improving the skills of OPD
doctors for effective consultations but this has not yet been provided as
the Ministry is still planning its delivery.
Stage 4: Implementation
Implementation of the appointment system in OPD commenced on July
10, 2008. After a few teething problems associated with triage
nurses understanding how to set the appointment times, which
were quickly resolved, the General Hospital has maintained
implementation of the appointment system.
Other things that have been introduced include:
! Provision of 2 digital blood pressure monitors and 3 digital
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thermometers to speed up the triaging process by the Cross River
state Technical Team
Provision of furniture for better patient seating in the OPD by the
Cross River state Technical Team
Development and publication of an OPD service charter, with
support from the Cross River state Technical Team
Redesign of the layout of OPD to relocate triage station to an
improved cubicle, and the provision of a reception desk manned
by a Customer Care officer to respond to patients' enquiries and
complaints.
Relocation of sluice station [for routine urine testing] from a
consulting room.
Removal of broken and inadequate seating from OPD.
Provision of television set, with cable TV subscription to enhance
the patient waiting experience.
Provision of more signs to help patients understand how to access
services

SERVICOM INDEX IS PREDICATED ON THE FACTS THAT:
! the ultimate purpose of governance is to serve the citizens
! Citizens have the right to be served right
! service is well delivered only when the citizens are satisfied
! the Federal Government's commitment to the provisions of
SERVICOM (Service Compact With All Nigerians) as a
programme to improve service delivery throughout the
country.
HOW TO ARRIVE AT THE INDEX
1. The SERVICOM Office compiles the Service Profile of all
Ministries by working through ministerial organograms.
2. The Service Profile is broken down into Service Frontlines, i.e. A
point where service is being delivered with clear identification
of:
! Service - What service is being rendered?
! Clientele -To whom is service being rendered?
A Service Frontline is either:
! Intra-Ministerial - serving other departments within the same

Ministry
! Inter-Ministerial - serving other Ministries, OR
! Public - serving the general public
3. Each Service Frontline is evaluated and scored on the basis of
criteria detailed on FORM SCOM.
SERVICOM COMPLIANCE EVALUATION
Customer Satisfaction is the overriding consideration of service
delivery. Extensive research, consultations and surveys have shown
that customer satisfaction is broadly driven by the following:
Each of these Drivers is composed of Critical Elements. Each
Critical Element is made up of a number Criteria which are scored for
SERVICOM Compliance. The total score for each Critical Element is
entered and the overall score for the Driver calculated.
SCORING
A summary of scores, at the end of the FORM SCOM, is used to
calculate the SERVICOM Index for the organisation.
Scoring for each Criteria ranges from 4 to 0:
*4 All aspects of these Criteria are covered
*3 Most aspects are covered but more could be done
*2 Some important aspects are not covered and there is a lot
more to be done to satisfy the requirements of these Criteria
*1 Very little has been done to satisfy the requirement
*0 Nothing has been done
The quality of service provided by an organisation is a function of
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Time limits for response
Action to be taken
Redress available.

I. Obligations/Expectations
A statement of what the service requires from Staff, Management and
Customer or even the Government, in order to guarantee provision and
delivery of services. This can otherwise be referred to as the other half
of the contract.
OPTIONAL COMPONENTS
A. Existing Limitations
! Constraints or circumstances beyond the control of the service
provider which seriously limit performance in the short term
! Its inclusion may be necessary to dampen unrealistic expectations
and it also acts as a spur to those in a position to influence the
situation. It is optional to include these limitations in a charter and it
is a matter of judgment as to whether inclusion is likely to be
beneficial or to have a negative effect.
B. Stakeholders participation
Their involvement may be necessary as a means to determine their
needs and preferences.
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IMPLEMENTATION
It is pertinent to take note of the following in the process of
implementing the Charter of your MDA:
! Train members of Staff about their roll and responsibility in the
implementation of the Charter
! Delegate powers appropriately to members of Staff, to enable
them discharge their responsibilities with the degree of efficiency,
effectiveness and timeliness.
CHARTER REVIEW
Charter formulation should not be looked upon as a one time exercise,
with a final outcome. It should therefore be seen and taken as a
constantly evolving process.
CONCLUSIONS
Launching and publicising a Charter is a significant step on the road to
service improvement. As service providers, you need to be cautious that
the promises reflected in the Charter can be realised immediately or in a
short term.
Once a Charter has been published, the service provider has no
excuse but to provide an improved and Qualitative service.

SERVICOM at State Government Level (II)

SERVICOM in Action

Impact
The SERVICOM Unit of the General Hospital has undertaken a
Compliance Evaluation to assess current customer perceptions, among
other things, since implementation of the appointment system. The
outcome of the evaluation indicates that patients' experience
! Lower waiting times from an average of three hours to one hour.
! Increased patient satisfaction with the more orderly environment
in the clinic
! Reduced anxiety about queue jumping
! More responsive, sensitive and patient focused treatment of
patients by staff
Challenges
As with any change process, it is anticipated that there will be some
challenges. The SERVICOM Unit prepared to encounter resistance to
change among staff. They used persuasion to overcome this. However,
other challenges which still exist and affect the effective implementation
of the service delivery improvement include:
! Relatively low levels of adaptive capacity among all cadre of
personnel which affects the way that decisions about
improvements are implemented.
! Clinical staff have an inadequate understanding of the principles of
customer care and do not differentiate between professional
clinical care and customer care. This means that they tend to
deliver professional services with an attitude that to them, seems
appropriate, but which are not well received by customers. The
SERVICOM Unit of the Ministry can overcome this by continuing to

!

provide training and retraining in customer care principles.
There is still limited capacity in the organization to cascade the
applied improvement to other parts of the State, however the
SERVICOM Unit can request technical support from the State
SERVICOM Office and from the SERVICOM Institute where they
need it.

Lessons Learned
The OPD service delivery improvement initiative has provided
opportunity for learning.
The principles of SERVICOM seem intrinsic but there are
challenges with the translation of what is intrinsically understood to
actual practice. It was anticipated that only minimal support would be
required to implement the planned improvement. However, more
training and technical support has been provided that was not
anticipated.
Working in an environment that has suffered much decay, it is
useful to anticipate the need to provide significantly large amounts of
technical support. In addition, a lot of advocacy for the implementation
of change processes is required among personnel who have been
apathetic for a very long time.
However, once the benefits begin to be experienced, participants
in the change process are often happy to continue to drive this on their
own. They also become increasingly sensitized to other ways in which
they can change their work processes to result in greater satisfaction for
customers and service providers.
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The SERVICOM Institute

SERVICOM Charters

Priming Public Servants for Customer Focused Service Delivery

T

he SERVICOM Institute is a professionally run, knowledge-based
organisation offering regular training to institutionalise the
principles of SERVICOM by training and mainstreaming the basic
concepts of service delivery in the public service. SERVICOM was
established within the Presidency in 2004, to promote and realise
Government commitments to the people in the area of service delivery.
The SERVICOM Institute was later established to improve public services
by promoting training on customer-focused service delivery for public
servants and representatives of user groups.
It's Mission
The mission of the institute is to improve public services by promoting
training on customer-focused service delivery for public servants and
representatives of user groups. Since its establishment at the end of
2006, the Institute has reached over 5,000 public servants through
training workshops and awareness-raising networking seminars across
Nigeria, in support of SERVICOM's work with Ministerial Servicom Units
and the implementation of pilot service delivery improvement projects.
Its strategic objectives are:
! To ensure staffs from all Ministerial SERVICOM Units have been
trained to fulfill their role in implementing SERVICOM's mission
! To mainstream training on service delivery principles into the
existing curricula of all government training Institutions
! To establish the SERVICOM Institute as the leading provider of
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knowledge management, research, training and communication
materials on service delivery
To support the implementation of all SERVICOM pilot service
delivery improvement projects with necessary and appropriate
training.

Its Work
Since its inception, the Institute has run training courses for every
Ministry, Department and Agency (MDA) in the Nigerian federal public
service. This includes training for civil servants with SERVICOM
responsibilities at over 450 MDAs to identify, design and develop public

INTRODUCTION
A public service charter is intended to be read and understood by
ordinary customers and members of staff. It is a simple, straightforward
contract between the service and its customers, staff and stakeholders.
A charter is usually in plain language, concise and devoid of legal
terminologies.
ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS
There are basically 3 essential elements to consider in the process of
formulating a Charter. They are:
1. Simplicity
2. Realism
3. Contents
! Simplicity: A Charter is to be written in simple, straightforward and
plain language that both the Staff and the Customers will
understand.
! Realism: It should be realistic and achievable, promising only what
can be delivered. Do not promise what you cannot provide or
deliver in your Charter.
! Contents: A Charter should constitute some features, which when
put together makes up the Charter as reflected below:
ESSENTIAL COMPONENTS
A. Introduction/Background
! Description about the service
! The purpose of the Charter
! To whom the Charter is targeted
B. Mission
This is the mandate of the service provider, indicating the expected

service provision in broad terms.
C. Vision
This is a statement of medium term or long term goals for service
provision and delivery.
D. Details of Customers
A comprehensive list of the Customers or Clientele.
E. Service Provision
This is a statement of service provision to be guaranteed as a right; e.g.
to be provided with electricity for 10 hrs each day or to be provided with
regular trained and equipped Police patrol presence, day and night.
F. Service Delivery
A statement of service delivery that Customers may expect e.g.:
! prompt and courteous treatment
! to be provided with adequate information
! to be consulted
! to attend to those with special needs.
G. Monitoring and Publishing
! A commitment to monitor performance against service standards
and report regularly on performance
! Take note of and react to Customers' feedback.
H. Grievance Redress Mechanism
! An explanation of the complaints procedure
! How to complain
! Who to complain to
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Service Improvement Desk Officer: Competencies Required
! Knowledgeable about SERVICOM vision and mission and the role of
MSU/PSUs in fulfilling that mission.
! A good understanding of the needs and expectations of customers
of their MDA and the critical priorities for delivering high quality
service.
! Strong verbal and written communication skills to adapt best
practices and ideas and develop and publicise suggestions on
improving services.
! Advocacy and change management skills to support and monitor
officers and management of the MDA to perform their roles in
Service Improvement Plans.
! A good understanding of process mapping and re-engineering to
identify improvements to the way services are managed and
delivered.
! A good understanding of how to set and measure service delivery

!

!

!

indicators to monitor performance against standards and targets
set in the Service Improvement Plan and Charter.
Advocacy and change management skills to ensure other officers
and management of the MDA follow their respective roles within
Service Improvement Plans and call the attention of management
to any deviations or failures in the implementation of the Service
Improvement Plan.
A good understanding of process mapping and re-engineering to
be able to make suggestions for improving the customer
experience by identifying and making changes to the way services
are managed and delivered.
A good understanding of how to set and measure relevant service
delivery indicators for monitoring performance against standards
and targets set in the Service Improvement Plan and Charter.

NODAL
OFFICER

CHARTER
DESK
OFFICER
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service charters, service improvement plans and complaints and
grievance redress systems within their organisations. This training has
covered all major Ministries such as Finance, Health, Education,
Transport, Industry, and Commerce; and for the parastatals and
agencies working underneath those Ministries including all federal
medical centres, tertiary and teaching hospitals, all universities and
examining bodies, all federal financial institutions, transport regulating
agencies and mineral, energy and infrastructure agencies.
In addition, the Institute is working with all federal medical
establishments to develop Service Improvement Plans, and this has
already had a considerable impact on specific aspects of services
delivered to the public, targeting waiting times for treatment, availability
and cost of drugs and bottle-necks arising at crucial support services
such as laboratory testing, radiology and sterilisation. So far, we have
also successfully worked with training colleges from departments of
Immigration, Customs, Foreign Affairs, Culture and Tourism, Police,

The SERVICOM Institute

Power Holding Company of Nigeria, NIPOST and the Armed Forces to
introduce and integrate service delivery improvement into their
orientation training and management development programmes. We
have also provided specialized technical support and training to help
government agencies in a range of specific areas, including
performance monitoring and management, media and press relations,
storage and access of medical records at hospitals, and various aspects
of service delivery with the Cross River State and Delta State
governments. We have developed training videos for low cost service
improvement roll out with the Passport Office and with Federal Medical
Centres and University Teaching Hospitals. We have also developed a
knowledge hub to provide free access to all our information and training
materials to encourage and promote other institutions to provide
leadership in service delivery reform. These are available at our website
www.servicominstitute.org.
SI Training Facility
The institutes' training facility is located in a beautiful, serene
environment ideal for adult learning, in the Maitama district of Abuja. The
Institute has a state-of-the-art training room that can accommodate up
to 40 participants for workshops and 80 people for lectures. The
institute also has a resource centre/library with 24-hour internet
connectivity, with a wealth of training materials and resources on
aspects of service delivery drawn from examples of good practice from
around the world. The resource centre is open for anyone to come and
use, by prior appointment.
Summary of Training Programmes
The Institute runs a range of courses aimed at helping public sector
organisations introduce and sustain changes in attitude, understanding
and capability to deliver better, higher quality services for the Nigerian
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public. There are 8 broad categories of courses, although these are
usually adapted for different audiences, using different examples, case
studies and activities depending on the background and needs of the
participants in the training course. Our main training programme,
Leading change for service improvement has been run for civil servants
with SERVICOM responsibilities at over 450 MDAs to design and develop
public service charters, service improvement plans and complaints and
grievance redress systems within their organisations.
We also have training programmes targeted at more specific aspects of
institutional change. For example, in the Service improvement planning

The SERVICOM Institute

workshop, we provide training and technical support to agencies to
design and develop plans for addressing service failures and
implementing improvements which are then presented to senior
management and approved for implementation within the workshop.
A separate programme, Mainstreaming SERVICOM in public service
training, runs workshops with the training schools and institutions of
other MDAs to introduce and integrate service delivery principles into
the core curricula of their orientation training and management
development programmes. The Institute also runs specialized training
courses to support specific service delivery interventions designed and
implemented by government agencies at both federal and state level.
These are tailored to the particular needs of the target audience, and
can be designed and delivered on request.

Schedule of duties for Customer Relations/Complaints Desk Officers
1. To oversee the reception area of the MDA
2. To coordinate, produce and publicize the Customer care policy of
the MDA
3. To produce and circulate Customer feedback format to Customers
4. To collate, analyse and publicize comments by the Customers
5. To coordinate the Stakeholders consultation forum
6. To ensure that the Customers are aware of the MDA's complaints
procedure
7. To keep record of all complaints, comments, compliments and
suggestions by Customers
8. To investigate and analyse complaints by Customers to ascertain
and differentiate the complaints about Service provision and
Service delivery
9. To ensure that action is taken to remedy the cause(s) of justified
complaints
10. To communicate with the Complainants on the action to be taken or
taken on their complaints
11. To periodically (quarterly) publish a summary of complaints, as
well as commendation and compliments received and action taken
12. To analyse complaints in order to ascertain trends
13. To periodically review the complaints procedure after consultation
with the Stakeholders.
Customer Relations/Complaints Desk Officer: Competencies Required
! Knowledgeable about SERVICOM vision and mission and the role of
MSU/PSUs in fulfilling that mission.
! A good understanding of the needs and expectations of
customers of their MDA and the critical priorities for delivering high
quality service.
! Strong verbal and written communication skills to develop and
publicise clear Customer Care policies including complaints
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handling, and facilitate customer consultation and feedback
forums.
Advocacy and change management skills to ensure other officers
and management of the MDA resolve justified complaints and
address the causes of complaints to ensure improved service
delivery over time.
A good understanding of how to develop and manage an effective
complaints handling system and ensure timely and effective
redress for grievances about services provided and communicate
with customers to keep them informed about the status of their
complaint at all times.
The ability to analyse all complaints and customer feedback and
report issues to management relevant to addressing the causes
of service failure or improving service delivery.
The ability to keep a proper record of all customer complaints,
feedback and findings from consultations and produce regular
reports to summarise issues relevant for management to identify
ways of improving service delivery.

Schedule of duties for Service Improvement Desk Officers
1. To disseminate best practices and other tips on Service Delivery
Improvement within the MDA
2. To serve as the Secretary of the SERVICOM Committee of the MDA
3. To periodically conduct Market Research with a view to identifying
Customer needs and expectations of the MDA's Services
4. To ensure the promotion of quality assurance and best practices in
the MDA's Services
5. To in conjunction with the Charter Desk Officer, monitor the
implementation of the Integrated and Local Charters of the MDA
6. To update the SERVICOM Office through the Nodal officer on
Service Delivery Improvement plans & actions of the MDA
7. To carry out other functions as may be assigned by the Nodal
Officer.
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consideration and approval
To periodically submit reports on SERVICOM activities of the MDA
to the management
8. To submit quarterly reports on SERVICOM activities of the MDA to
SERVICOM office
9. To coordinate meetings of the stakeholders' consultation forum on
service delivery
10. To periodically publish summar y of complaints,
commendations and compliments from Customers about the MDA
and report same to the SERVICOM Office
11. To develop and carry out sensitization programmes for the MDA
and report progress of same to the SERVICOM Office
12. To carryout other duties as may be assigned by the permanent
secretary, Minister and SERVICOM Office.
7.

Nodal Officer: Competencies Required
! Knowledgeable about SERVICOM vision and mission and the role of
MSU/PSUs in fulfilling that mission within their own MDA.
! A good understanding of needs and expectations of customers
and the critical priorities for delivering high quality service.
! Ability to manage small teams of experienced & skilled individuals.
! Management skills including planning, budgeting & administration.
! Leadership skills to represent and advocate for SERVICOM issues
at highest management levels within their MDAs, including
Directors, Chief Executives, Permanent Secretaries and Ministers
! Strong verbal and written communication skills to produce high
quality reports, make presentations to increase awareness on the
work of the MSU/PSU and facilitate customer consultations.
! At least Deputy Director Level, reporting directly to the Permanent
Secretary or Chief Executive.
Schedule of duties for Charter Desk Officers
1. To guide the Departments and other Service Frontlines on Charter
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formulation
2. To liaise with the Stakeholders for their input while formulating the
MDA's Charters
3. To vet the MDA's Charters to ensure conformity with SERVICOM
approved guidelines
4. To monitor the implementation of the MDA's integrated as well its
local Charters periodically
5. In conjunction with the Service Improvement Desk Officer to
coordinate the review of the MDA's Charter
6. To periodically brief the Nodal Officer with regard to functions 1-5
above
7. To carry out any other function as may be assigned by the Nodal
Officer.
Charter Desk Officer: Competencies Required
! Knowledgeable about SERVICOM vision and mission and the role of
MSU/PSUs in fulfilling that mission within their own MDA.
! A good understanding of the needs and expectations of
customers and critical priorities for delivering high quality.
! Ability to define and specify service level standards and customer
expectations.
! Ability to identify and consult with important stakeholders,
including customers, managers and front-line staff.
! Strong verbal and written communication skills to draft S.M.A.R.T.
targets and standards in the Service Charter and make
presentations within their MDAs.
! Advocacy and change management skills to ensure the MDA
commits to standards set in the Charter and make the necessary
changes in order to meet standards and targets specified.
! A good understanding of how to set and measure relevant service
delivery indicators for monitoring performance against standards
and targets set in the Charter.
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What SERVICOM Means to the Citizen

Ministerial SERVICOM Unit (MSUs)

SERVICOM Principles
Awareness that all Officials are all committed to SERVICOM PRINCIPLES,
namely:
! Affirmation of commitment to the service of the Nigerian nation
! Conviction that Nigeria can only realise its full potential if citizens
receive prompt and efficient services from the State
! Consideration for the needs and rights of all Nigerians to enjoy
social and economic advancement
! Dedication to deliver services to which citizens are
entitled,
timely, fairly, honestly, effectively and transparently.

Establishment
The Federal Executive Council resolved that MSU are to be established in
all MDAs. A direction to that effect was issued by the Federal Government
on March 10, 2005.

SERVICOM Charters
SERVICOM CHARTERS are the operational day-today implementation of
SERVICOM:
! Has been in place since 1 July 2004
! Displayed by every Government Department at all service windows
SERVICOM Charters are promises upon which Customers:
! can expect quality Service Delivery
! demand their rights to good service
! have recourse when service delivery fails
! are actively involved in the Service Delivery Programme
! A good SERVICOM CHARTER should promise to break the twin evils
of corruption and inefficiency.
SERVICOM is the Engine for Service Delivery Programme
It is mounted on the imperative to change the system of service delivery.
It is driven by:
! Government's commitment to deliver service
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Citizens' expectations of service delivery.

No Excuses!
Popular Excuse: 'Poor service is innate to the Nigerian society, therefore
impossible to correct.'
This is treating the problem as an excuse for not dealing with it. . All
excuses are part of the problem”
Popular Excuse: 'It is the system'
! The system is not 'out there'
! The system is part of every Nigerian
! Every Nigerian is part of the system.
Experience of bad service means:
! Someone has done what should not be done
! Or, someone has left undone what should have been done.
Experience of bad service is universal:
! Everyone has been a victim
! For every victim there is a culprit
! What goes round comes round!
SERVICE Delivery as a subject of National Discourse
Let citizens talk about service delivery;
Let citizens act:
! Failure of service indicts citizens and the society
! It is by the actions of citizens that services is ruined
! It is by the actions of citizens that service delivery can improve
! All Nigerians lose with bad service delivery
! All Nigerians will gain from quality service delivery.

Structure
The SERVICOM Unit in a Ministry, Department or
Agency (MDA) is to be headed by a Deputy Director, who is to serve as
the Nodal Officer and the Head of the Unit. The Nodal Officer reports
directly to the Minister through the Permanent Secretary without any
Departmental mediation in the Ministry. In the case of the ExtraMinisterial Department or the Parastatal, the Nodal Officer is to report
directly to the Chief Executive.
The MSU, EMDSU or PSU should have Staff compliment that would
be in-charge of the following critical desks:1. Charter Formulation, implementation and Review
2. Customer Relations/Grievance Redress Mechanism
3. Service Improvement
4. Support Staff i.e. Data Processing Officer and Assistants for 1-3
above.
MSU Functions
1. To spearhead the Ministry's, Extra-Ministerial Department's or
Parastatal's Service Delivery Initiative through SERVICOM compliance
2. To produce, review and monitor performance of Charters from the
Ministry and its Parastatals
3. To manage the Ministry's Customer Relations Policy including
providing opportunities for customer feedback on services
4. To institute a Complaints Procedure including Grievance Redress

Mechanism for the Ministry and its Parastatals
To institute appropriate Market Research techniques in identifying
Customer needs and expectations
6. To ensure the promotion of quality assurance and best practices in
the Ministry's performance of its functions
7. To provide a comprehensive and effective training policy for
frontline Staff on Customer Relations and related matters
8. To disseminate best practices and other tips on service delivery
improvement
9. To serve as a link between the Ministry and SERVICOM Office
10. To serve as the Secretariat of the Ministry's Service Delivery
Committee
11. To manage links with strategic partners and other stakeholders on
Service Delivery, Market Research, Customer Care/ Relations, etc
12. To facilitate a safe and conducive working environment for Staff at
levels of service delivery.
5.

Schedule of duties for Nodal Officers
1. To supervise the activities of the Staff of the Unit
2. To oversee the day to day running of the Unit
3. To coordinate the Formulation of the MDA's Integrated and Local
Charters and make same available for public information
4. To coordinate all other SERVICOM matters of the MDA i.e.
Customer Relations/Grievance Redress Mechanism, Charter
implementation and service improvement, thereby ensuring
SERVICOM compliance
5. To vet charters of the MDA before submitting them to SERVICOM
Office
6. To submit units quarterly action plan to the SERVICOM Office for
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